Traveller Wearing Mask

Do you miss the joy of traveling and having a whole new level of
discovery? If so, you’re not alone! The need for a little getaway
must be something that lingers on our minds lately. What about
making some plans for your next vacation? Now, start writing
your list of exciting possibilities. Whether visiting some new
destinations or exploring your favorite spots, there’s nothing
wrong with searching for more interesting new places worth
visiting. Let’s get prepared for your next vacation and make
yourself ready to travel safely, once everything’s possible!
Here in Indonesia, we have implemented a set of standardized
practices based on Cleanliness, Healthy, Safety, and
Environmental Sustainability (CHSE) aspects to your favorite
destinations. We’ve prepared everything to ensure the safety
factor for you and everyone. From our transportation, airplane,
airport, hotel, restaurants, attraction spots, and everything, we
make sure to set the right standard to help you travel safely. So,
no need to worry! Time to seek limitless sensory indulgence all
across our heavenly archipelago. Explore further in the land of
endless wonders.
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Introduction
Connected through a 120-kilometers-toll-road (75 miles) with
the capital city of Indonesia, indeed, Bandung has something
different to offer. It brings a more laid-back vibe compared to
Jakarta. An excellent getaway spot for exploration. There’s also
a perfect balance of refreshing nature, mesmerizing culture,
and modern features in this capital city of West Java.
Bandung is an all-year-round great destination because the
weather is generally lovely. It’s a place to enjoy the warmth
of tropical sunshine yet still having the breeziness of the soft
blowing wind. Not to mention the exquisite culinary that will
tantalize your taste bud, both their traditional and
revolutionary innovative dishes are beyond compare.

Aerial view of Pasupati Bridge, Bandung

There are many ways you can enjoy this city. Explore the beloved
Braga Street to appreciate its historical and culinary spots, have
an adventure in Kawah Putih, learn a little bit of traditional music
in Saung Angklung Mang Udjo, or anything. You’ll find something
that you like here.
For an art deco enthusiast, this spot is abundant in historical
discoveries. Beautiful architectures make up a big part of
Bandung’s aesthetic. There are various majestic heritages spread
all over the city. A lot of the buildings are still functional. Many
of them are revived and stand gracefully with a new soul, while
others are well-conserved and survive the test of time. But after
all, the experience given from admiring these buildings remains
the same. Unquestionably, this city will always have something
for you to adore. So, let’s feel the modern nostalgia!

Disclaimer:
This book and the content, including various information, were acquired in the
months of October and November of 2020. While every attempt is made to provide
accurate information at the time of publication, certain offers, terms, conditions,
or other material information may change over time.
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Under the pedestrian bridge, Asia-Afrika Street
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CHAPTER ONE : WANDERING AROUND

Stone Garden Citatah, West Bandung

Sightseeing
Spots
From witnessing the modernity of this art deco city to
surrounding yourself in its nature, Bandung is truly
a feast for the eyes. Strolling around and enjoying
sightseeing is a must when you visit this city. The
weather is chilly, and the atmosphere is calming.
Everything is pleasing to the soul.
There are a lot of attractive spots spread all across the
city. Not to mention, because this city has different
vibes from one area to another, it makes each place on
the list has its kind of charm and uniqueness. The city
center feels historical, while the urban sides seem to
have a more youthful attitude. Last but not least, it also
has some areas that are bordering to serene or even
thrilling nature. Unmistakably it has all the things you
need for a perfect getaway. Now, it’s time to pick your
favorite spots and build your itinerary.
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Asia Afrika Street

Sightseeing Spots

Babakan Siliwangi

The Kilometer Zero of Bandung starts in this historic walking area. The name
Asia Afrika was adopted to commemorate the Asian-African Conference held in
this district in 1955. Across this street, you can find a lot of beautiful historical
buildings. It is undoubtedly one of the most frequently visited attractions in
Bandung.

Babakan Siliwangi is technically a part of Bandung’s green belt. Visiting this urban
forest is one of a few simple ways to enjoy a breath of fresh air yet still not going
away from the city. Inhale, exhale, and appreciate a glimpse of nature around you.
It is a fun recreational place to sit quietly and witness the scenery or walk around
and take pictures.

A few of the most notable buildings are the Merdeka Building (Gedung Merdeka,
where the Museum of the Asian-African Conference is situated), the legendary
hotel named Savoy Homann, and Alun-Alun Bandung (Bandung City Square).
Most historical buildings built in this location have a very distinct tropical art deco
design. If you love history, architecture, art deco, or maybe photography, no
doubt, you’ll enjoy exploring this area and witness its charm.

Located in Dago, you can explore a lot of nearby places before or after visiting this
spot. Cafes, coffee shops, bars, or even shopping destinations are everywhere
around this area. You can also find some hotels near Babakan Siliwangi, so it is
possible to do some light outdoor exercises here, then have a pleasant forest walk
as your routine in Bandung.

Let us guide you there!

Address:

Jl. Asia Afrika, Bandung
Contact:

(022) 7271724
disbudpar@bandung.go.id

Let us guide you there!

Address:

Jl. Tamansari No.73, Siliwangi,
Bandung, West Java 40132
Contact:

(022) 2501394
disbudpar@bandung.go.id

Web:

Web:

www.disbudpar.bandung.go.id

www.disbudpar.bandung.go.id

A well-conserved building at Asia-Afrika Street

Morning run at Babakan Siliwangi City Forest
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Bandung Offroad Tour
If you are planning on having some exciting adventures in Bandung, this
activity may be perfect for you. Enjoy a thrilling off-road experience in the
middle of lushing nature.
During this trip, you will visit numerous beautiful stops as a part of the
package. Each spot will spoil you with different experiences. Witness how
serene your surroundings are and absorb the tranquility while having a few
hours of adrenaline rush at the same time. It is such a refreshing contrast that
will revive your soul. Appreciate the magical sphere during your lunch break
and capture some memories through your camera or save it straight to your
mind so you can cherish the moment over and over again sometimes.

Let us guide you there!

Address:

Cluster Pesona Lembang, Jl. Kolonel
Masturi No. 41 Lembang - Bandung

Sightseeing Spots

Braga Street
Braga is a historic street and an amusing destination to stroll around. You will
find a lot of heritage buildings everywhere in this area. Most of them are wellconserved and still keeping their original faces. The character of this street is
truly unique. With a distinct tropical art deco style, they keep the continuous
facade from one building to another, making it look like a seamless transition.
You will witness that this form is pretty consistent all across the street. That’s
why many people come to this area to take pictures of the gracious architecture
and the art surrounding them. This street is unmistakably the perfect
destination not just for history, photography, and architecture enthusiasts but
also for you to solely enjoy a fun day in the city.

Let us guide you there!

Address:

Jl. Braga, Bandung
Contact:

(022) 7271724
disbudpar@bandung.go.id

Contact:

(022) 2066 4807
info@bandungoffroad.com

Web:

Web:

www.disbudpar.bandung.go.id

www.bandungoffroad.com

Courtesy of
www.bandungoffroad.com

Braga Street, Bandung
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Cikahuripan River
The word Cikahuripan means the water of life. The locals here believe that the
water of this river is beneficial for life, and that’s how the name came.
Surrounded by the towering cliffs, this spot is famous for its exquisite scenery.
The air is fresh, and the ambiance is calming. It is a picturesque nature worth
experiencing. The water here is crystal clear, but it looks as if it has a beautiful
shade of turquoise. This destination is perfect for trekking, and then you can
have a fun break in the middle of the scenic panorama. You can also come here
solely to enjoy the splashing water and hear the sound of nature. The entire
experience is wholeheartedly excellent to revive your body and soul.

Let us guide you there!

Address:

Kampung Panyusupan, Desa
Barangsiang, West Bandung, West Jawa

Curug Aseupan
Located in the area of Curug Tilu Leuwi Opat, it is clear that Curug Aseupan
is the main star of this waterfall group. Not only giving you a fantastic view of
nature, but there is also a large camping ground and an outbound area around
the waterfall.
When you visit Curug Aseupan, you can walk around the waterfall because the
water is shallow. The picturesque panorama of this waterfall is very calming.
The water flows swiftly in the middle of a large rock formation, and greeneries
are surrounding it. Here, the air is fresh and breezy. There’s also a small but
iconic bridge that adds a little more oomph to the landscape. Unquestionably, it
is a spot that has all the combinations that are perfect for rejuvenating your mind.

Let us guide you there!

Address:

Cihanjuang Rahayu, Parongpong,
West Bandung, West Jawa 40551

Contact:

Contact:

Web:

Web:

(022) 7271724
disbudpar@bandung.go.id

Sightseeing Spots

(022) 7271724
disbudpar@bandung.go.id

www.disbudpar.bandung.go.id

www.disbudpar.bandung.go.id

Courtesy of
instagram/fakirpiknik

Exploring Curug Aseupan
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Curug Cimahi

Curug Malela

Curug Cimahi adopted its name from the river that flows on it, the Cimahi River.
It begins at Situ Lembang and flows into Cimahi City. This waterfall is about
87 meters high. It is one of the highest waterfalls in and around Bandung.

Curug Malela is a waterfall that originates from the upstream river in the northern
part of Mount Kendeng. A dormant volcano located west of Ciwidey. The river
flows across the Cidadap River, and Curug Malela is the top waterfall of its chain.
The series consists of 7 waterfalls, and they are about 2 kilometers away, so when
you get there, you can explore all of them in one day.

This spot has gained its fame not just for its landscape, but also for its
uniqueness. At night, the water will light up like a rainbow, so it is also known as
Curug Pelangi (Rainbow Waterfall). To witness the perfect view of the waterfall,
you need to walk down 587 steps, but the magnificent panorama will pay off all
of your efforts. Not to mention that the weather here is chilly, so your journey
is going to be fun and cozy.

Let us guide you there!

Address:

Jl. Kolonel Masturi No.325, Cisarua,
West Bandung, West Jawa 40551

The water in Curug Malela is pretty swift, and sometimes you can witness
hundreds of long-tailed monkeys (Macaca fascicularis) drinking water under
the waterfall. If you want to stay and enjoy its nature for a little longer, there’s
a camping ground available in the area. They also have a food court and
a souvenir shop for you to take a break and buy some crafts.

Kampung Manglid, Desa Cicadas,
West Bandung, West Jawa

Contact:

Contact:

Web:

Web:

(022) 7271724
disbudpar@bandung.go.id

Let us guide you there!

Address:

(022) 7271724
disbudpar@bandung.go.id

www.disbudpar.bandung.go.id

www.disbudpar.bandung.go.id

Curug Cimahi, Bandung

Curug Malela, Bandung
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Dago Bakery Punclut
Located in the highlands of Bandung, Dago Bakery Punclut is a restaurant that
has a unique vibe. It is a perfect match for you who want to enjoy some culinary
delights while watching a beautiful panorama of the city from above. The
architecture of this restaurant looks like a castle. Most people come to this spot
to take pictures of the building and the surroundings because the contrast is
beautiful to observe.
The weather in this part of Bandung is breezy, making foods taste more
enjoyable, especially when accompanied with a good view. The cuisine here is
pretty varied. There’s also a long list of Indonesian dishes available on the menu.

Let us guide you there!

Address:

Jl. Pagermaneuh No.57, Lembang,
Bandung, West Java 40391

Sightseeing Spots

Dago Dreampark
Dago Dreampark is one of many spots in Bandung that become popular
throughout a short period because of its virality aspects. Many people come
to this place to take fun pictures of themselves. Most times, tourist attractions
located in Lembang are pretty far. So, to be able to reach those spots, people
need to put more effort. But that’s not the case for Dago Dreampark because
the place is not too far from the city. It’s a family-friendly destination situated in
an accessible location.
The area of Dago Dreampark is quite vast. The landscape is naturally contoured,
and the air is so fresh. The panorama of its nature is giving a calming atmosphere
to the fun rides. There are a lot of photo spots in this park where you can capture
joyful moments with your friends or family.
Let us guide you there!

Address:

Jl. Dago Giri Km. 2.2 Mekarwangi,
West Bandung, West Java 40135
Contact:

Contact:

+62 812 1289 8383

+62 812 2230 068
marketingdreampark@gmail.com

Web:

Web:

www.dagodreampark.co.id

www.dagobakery.com

Courtesy of
instagram/dagobakerypunclut

Courtesy of
instagram/yuniqueyuni

Courtesy of
www.dagodreampark.co.id

Courtesy of
instagram/oesamahesa
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Dusun Bambu

Farmhouse Lembang

The area of Dusun Bambu itself is quite vast and well-designed. They have
several parts that serve different functions, such as culinary areas, a recreational
park, villas, and glamping spots, as well as a beautiful garden. It is a wellconceptualized destination that carries an eco-friendly theme.

Farmhouse Lembang has gained its popularity due to its unique concept and
a quite strategic location. Situated around the direct route between Bandung and
Lembang, this spot is easy to find. True to its name, it offers an integrated tourism
destination with an extensive farmhouse concept. There’s a mini-farm in this area
for you to interact and take pictures with animals such as sheep, various birds,
hedgehogs, cows, iguanas, rabbits, geese, birds, goats, and others. You can also
rent costumes so you can take pictures in interesting sets, or walk around and
find your preferable photo backgrounds. There are lots of unique spots here for
your fun selfies. Sometimes when you’re lucky, the place can be quite foggy, and
the vibe will be a lot cooler.

There are a lot of things you can do here. You can just come to enjoy the
calming atmosphere, try various culinary delights, have fun with your family and
friends, or take a leisurely walk around the beautifully arranged gardens. The
parking lot is quite far. To reach the area, you need to stroll through the rice
fields. There are several gazebos for you to take a rest and enjoy the panorama.
However, you can also take the shuttle that is always ready every 5 minutes.

Let us guide you there!

Address:

Jl. Kolonel Masturi KM. 11 Kartawangi,
West Bandung, West Java 40551

Jl. Lembang No.108, Gudangkahuripan,
West Bandung, West Java 40391

Contact:

Contact:

Web:

Web:

+62815 6380 8021

Let us guide you there!

Address:

+62813 2092 2142

www.dusunbambu.id

www.farmhousesusulembang.id

Courtesy of
instagram/dusun_bambu

Wearing rental costumes and interacting with animals
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Gedung Sate

Glamping Lakeside Rancabali

Gedung Sate is a historical building located in the heart of Bandung. The name
Gedung Sate is a literal translation of the Satay Building. This name came from the
iconic embellishment that this building has on the top of its central tower.
The ornament looks like six chunks in a skewer, hence satay.

Located in mountainous terrain, Glamping Lakeside Rancabali has a natural lake
that makes the scenery even more stunning. True to its name, it is a modernized
camping ground surrounded by a stretch of tea garden. Here you can enjoy the
beautiful panorama of Mount Patuha and Situ Patenggang. V\In the morning,
you will witness the mesmerizing view of this nature covered in fog.

The architecture style of this building is very prominent. You can witness how
the look itself whispers histories. Everything is maintained and well-conserved.
There’s also a beautiful garden surrounding it, where people usually spend some
time to appreciate its grace and take pictures. Sometimes people also come here
to walk around and relax, but during the weekend, people may come to do some
light exercises as well.

Let us guide you there!

Address:

Jl. Diponegoro No.22, Citarum,
Bandung, West Java 40115

The facilities of this camping ground are pretty sweet, just like a hotel. They
provide beds, bathrooms with hot water and toiletries, and meals. There
are also fun games and rides that you can try, such as rafting, off-road, and
paintball. If you solely want to enjoy nature in a laid back manner, join the
strawberries and tea leaves picking activities, or try eating in a Pinisi boat
restaurant.

Jl. Situ Patengan, Rancabali,
Bandung, West Java

Contact:

Contact:

Web:

Web:

(022) 2501394
disbudpar@bandung.go.id

Let us guide you there!

Address:

(022) 2501394
disbudpar@bandung.go.id

www.disbudpar.bandung.go.id

www.disbudpar.bandung.go.id

Aerial view of Gedung Sate, Bandung

Aerial view of GlampingCourtesy
LakesidePhoto
Rancabali
by
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Grafika Cikole

Kawah Putih

Grafika Cikole is a nature-based tourist destination at the foot of a mountain
in Lembang. Located in the middle of pine forests with a chilly climate, it has
naturally hilly contours. Here, you can choose between enjoying flying fox,
playing paintball, climbing down a cliff, crossing a swaying bridge, crossing
a rope bridge, or even all of them. It offers a wide variety of outbound activities
in a 9 hectares area.
Besides its outbound ground, Grafika Cikole also has several restaurants with
a different variety of foods and some staying places. The main selling point is its
glamping concept. There are a few options for your stay, such as the ordinary
camping site, the urban camping spot, the family camping area, and some
cottages in the middle of beautiful nature.
Let us guide you there!

Address:

Jl. Tangkuban Perahu KM.8, Cikole,
West Bandung, West Java 40391

Sightseeing Spots

The name Kawah Putih means White Crater. It is a stunning crater lake located
about 50 kilometers (31 miles) from the heart of Bandung. Surrounded by
beautiful and well-maintained tea gardens, it is one of the most visited tourist
attractions in the city.
One of the most attractive facilities at Kawah Putih is its small pier in the middle
of the crater that is accessible through a floating bridge. This spot is somewhat
unique and is one of the popular photo spots among visitors. There’s also
a bamboo platform surrounding the crater named Skywalk Cantigi. It is about
2-3 meters high from the ground and directly encircled by the Cantigi trees
(Vaccinium varingifolium). Walk to its last and highest platform and enjoy the
magical panorama from above.

Jl. Soreang Ciwidey, Bandung,
West Java 40973

Contact:

Contact:

Web:

Web:

(022) 82782441
info@grafikacikole.com

Let us guide you there!

Address:

(022) 2501394
disbudpar@bandung.go.id

www.grafikacikole.com

www.disbudpar.bandung.go.id

Courtesy Photo by

Kawah Putih panorama
Courtesy from
Photoabove
by

Courtesy of
instagram/officialgrafika

Courtesy of
instagram/officialgrafika

Courtesy of
instagram/maldivotraveller
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Kiara Artha Park
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Lembang Park & Zoo

Situated in a superblock area in the city of Bandung, the point of interest of
Kiara Artha Park is the Asian-African Conference Park. The aim of building the
park is to commemorate the Asian-African Conference held in 1955. There
is also the statue of the Conference initiators and the flags of the countries
participating in the conference.

Located in a terrain surrounded by lush green hills, Lembang Park & Zoo has its
unique serenity and charm. The weather is chilly, but the sunlight is pleasant.
It is also perfect not only to watch and interact with a wide variety of animals but
also to take fun pictures because the buildings provide you with great photo spots
amidst its picturesque natural scenery.

The concept of this attraction is a park in an iconic main square. They plant trees
everywhere, along with lushing green grass to make it more beautiful. In the
middle of the park, there is a large pool decorated with a pretty fountain. The
lighting in this park is well-designed to complement the overall vibe. There are
a lot of seats available as well, for you to have some rest and take pictures.

There are various species in Lembang Park & Zoo, such as ducks, birds, meerkats,
sun bears, fishes, snakes, crocodiles, raccoons, goats, and other animals.

Let us guide you there!

Address:

Jl. Banten, Kebonwaru, Bandung,
West Java 40272

You will also enjoy some fun rides here, one of them is the canoe. The facilities
provided are also pretty extensive. There are shuttles and a few eating spots for
you to take a rest.
Let us guide you there!

Address:

Jl. Kolonel Masturi No.171, Sukajaya,
West Bandung, West Java 40391

Contact:

(022) 2052 8888

Instagram:

Instagram:

lembang_parkzoo

kiaraarthapark

Courtesy
Courtesy of
Photo by
instagram/muhamad.satriaaa

Courtesy of
instagram/lembang_parkzoo

Courtesy Photo by

Courtesy of
www.infobdg.com
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Mount Hawu Cliff

Orchid Forest Cikole

The top of the Mount Lawu Cliffs is one of the most breathtaking rock climbing
and camping destinations in West Java. It’s a perfect spot for adventure seekers
because the quality of this serene nature will pay off the thrill. Not to mention,
you can also join the rock climbing school and learn how to do it safely.
Here, you can spend your time admiring the stunning panorama of Bandung’s
nature. From the top of the mountain, you will witness not just the lushing
scenery of its surrounding rice fields but also the charm of the gorgeous
hills around it. If you want something extra, the panorama of Mount Hawu is
beyond charming in the morning. This natural attraction is indeed famous as an
impressive spot to watch the sunrise.

Let us guide you there!

Address:

Padalarang, West Bandung, West Java

Sightseeing Spots

Contact:

(022) 2501394
disbudpar@bandung.go.id

Orchid Forest Cikole is the most extensive orchid garden in Indonesia. Located
in the middle of a conserved forest area, it stretches in an area around 12
hectares. Indonesia has the second-largest variety of orchid species, but this
garden has a more widespread collection from around the world. There are
hundreds of types of orchids that you can find, including some rare orchid
species, such as the black orchid.
Not just observing beautiful orchid species, you can also experience the
tranquil sphere of pine forest by visiting this spot. There are some rides,
attractions, and various activities that you can enjoy here, whether it’s a game
or a performance show. Not to mention, the beautiful sky bridge and its
mesmerizing lighting, treehouse, rabbit house, and a camping ground.
Let us guide you there!

Address:

Genteng, Cikole, Lembang,
West Bandung, West Java 40391
Contact:

(022) 27612816

Web:

Instagram:

www.disbudpar.bandung.go.id

orchidforestcikole

Courtesy of
instagram/charliesantz

Courtesy of
instagram/harunarrr

Courtesy of
instagram/orchidforestcikole

Courtesy Photo by
instagram/jikriii
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Puncak Bintang

Sightseeing Spots

Ranca Upas Ciwidey

This spot is perfect for you to have a little bit of lighthearted adventure or
solely to witness how nature interacts with modern features. Here, you can
walk around and enjoy the serene sphere of a breezy pine forest. The weather
is chilly and fresh.

Ranca Upas is a protected forest that is open for your exploration. Its primary
function is as a conservation center for rare flora and fauna species. But
it’s also an integrated tourist destination equipped with various facilities to
accommodate your needs.

A camping area is available for you to stay and experience how the day
transitions in the middle of nature. Here you can also try trekking to the top of
the hill and absorb the tranquility. From the top, you can watch the cityscape
from a different perspective. This spot is excellent for watching sunrise and
sunset shifting the day. At night, you can observe the city lights flickering
through the dark and feel the contrast between city life and calmness in nature.

Here you can also spend some time at Ranca Upas Smart Camp Adventure,
a large camping ground that can serve more than 10,000 people. They also have
a deer breeding area where you can see them closely in their natural habitat
and even interact with them. There are hundreds of deer living freely and
breeding naturally in this area. Not to mention, there are various fun spots such
as a hot spring, outbound ground, selfie park, seeds shop, and a unique cafe
with a semi-outdoor concept in a wooden building with a thatched roof.

Let us guide you there!

Address:

Cimenyan, Bandung, West Java 40197
Contact:

(022) 7271142
disbudpar@bandung.go.id

Let us guide you there!

Address:

Jl. Raya Ciwidey – Patengan No.KM. 11,
Bandung, West Java 40973
Contact:

+62852 21615551
disbudpar@bandung.go.id

Web:

Web:

www.disbudpar.bandung.go.id

www.disbudpar.bandung.go.id

Courtesy of
instagram/sopypy

Courtesy of
instagram/dwindapratama

Ranca Upas Ciwidey, Bandung

Courtesy of instagram/mzayl
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Sari Ater Ciater

Saung Angklung Mang Udjo

It is a natural hot spring situated near the legendary mountain, Tangkuban
Perahu. The location is at an altitude of 800 meters above sea level, with an area
of up to 30 hectares. There are two types of bathing areas in this resort, which
are the modern pools and the one that is actually in the middle of nature. If you
choose the latter, you can enjoy the hot water around the river. The water here
is not just warm and cozy but also rich in various minerals.

Saung Angklung Udjo is a cultural and educational destination completed with
a performance stage, a bamboo handicraft center, and an angklung workshop.
This place was founded by an angklung artist named Mang Udjo, who had
been playing this traditional musical instrument since he was 4. For him, it’s
more than just art. It was his way of life, and that’s why he established Saung
Angklung Udjo with his wife in 1966, followed by their children. What they are
doing is more than just conservation. They encourage the younger generation
to love angklung through the selection of the songs they orchestrated.

You can book private pools, camping, and enjoy some outdoor activities such as
flying fox, mini-golf, and many more. Besides, a picnic and trying out a little bit
of culinary adventure here is also popular.

Let us guide you there!

Address:

Jl. Raya Ciater, Subang - West Java
Contact:

(022) 60471700
disbudpar@bandung.go.id

Besides angklung, they also have Wayang Golek and traditional dance shows.
Wayang Golek is a Sundanese wooden puppet play, and the dolls are wearing
traditional costumes.
Let us guide you there!

Address:

Jl. Padasuka 118, Bandung,
West Java 40192
Contact:

+6222 727 1714
info@angklung-udjo.co.id

Web:

Web:

www.disbudpar.bandung.go.id

www.angklungudjo.com

Ciater
Courtesy
SariPhoto
Ater, by
Bandung

Courtesy Courtesy
Photo byof
www.ikutilangkahkaki.com
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Sendang Geulis Kahuripan

Situ Patenggang

Sendang Geulis Kahuripan means a lake in the middle of a mountain that gives
life. Well, it’s accurate because besides being a natural attraction, the spring water
that comes out of this cave is essential for some locals’ daily needs. It always
flows clean water. The other names that are popular among locals are Talaga
Cikahuripan and Sirah Cai Kahuripan.

Surrounded by tea plantations that are peaceful to the eyes, Situ Patenggang
or Patenggang Lake is one of the perfect alternative locations for a serene
getaway. You can try to get around the lake by boat or try water cycling for
a short distance from the shore. There’s also a strawberry field along the side of
its winding road, enhancing the beautiful edge of this lake.

Enjoy playing around in the water and witness its clarity. This water is so clear
and contains a high level of oxygen. You can drink it right away from the source
because it is pure and not contaminated. Besides, there’s also a beautiful waterfall
in this area. It is not too high and not too big yet stunning. Last but not least,
there’s a crystal clear pool, perfect for taking underwater photos.

Situated at an altitude of 1,600 m, at the foot of Mount Patuha, the air in Situ
Patenggang is fresh, and the weather is chilly. You can reach this location, which
is approximately 47 km from the city of Bandung, via the Kopo or Buah Batu toll
road, and it takes about 2 hours of a road trip.

Let us guide you there!

Address:

Kampung Cilangkop, Desa Ganjarsari,
Bandung, West Java 40556

Jl. Raya Ciwidey – Rancabali,
Bandung, West Java 40973.

Contact:

Contact:

Web:

Web:

+62812 1404 8781
disbudpar@bandung.go.id

Let us guide you there!

Address:

(022) 2501394
disbudpar@bandung.go.id

www.disbudpar.bandung.go.id

www.disbudpar.bandung.go.id

Courtesy Photo by

Courtesy of
instagram/lukman_euy

Situ Patenggang, Bandung
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Stone Garden Geo Park

Sukawana Tea Plantation

Previously known as Pasir Pawon for its location at the top of Mount Pawon, you
can feel the ancient nuance of Stone Garden Geopark Citatah. The formation
of giant rocks dominates the panorama of this area. It is because the limestone
mountains that stretch along Citatah are closely related to the ancient lake that
inundated Bandung in the old times. Bandung is a giant basin as a remnant
of the receding lake. Here, you can find a wide variety of coral fossils because
Bandung highlands were once shallow waters. Those fossils then piled up in
one place and turned into big limestone rocks. Now the combination of those
karst rock compositions and the surrounding greeneries offer a magnificent
panorama for you to witness and capture.

Located between Mount Burangrang and Mount Tangkuban Parahu, Sukawana
Tea Plantation is an actively producing tea processing factory that has its beautiful
tea garden area open for public visitors. The first thing you have to do here is Tea
Walk. The air is fresh. There’s a hint of the fragrant of tea leaves that spread out
all over the garden.

Let us guide you there!

Address:

Gunung Masigit, Citatah,
West Bandung, West Java 40554

Apart from enjoying the serene sphere, you can also try other activities in this
nature. Witness the whole process of tea making, from picking the best quality
leaves to the manufacturing steps in the factory. You can also camp here and
choose the spot you like, as long as you are ready with all the equipment needed.
Not to mention, there’s a cycling path and a bike rental for you to get around.

Karyawangi, Parongpong, lembang,
West Bandung, West Java

Contact:

Contact:

Web:

Web:

(022) 2501394
disbudpar@bandung.go.id

Let us guide you there!

Address:

(022) 2501394
disbudpar@bandung.go.id

www.disbudpar.bandung.go.id

www.disbudpar.bandung.go.id

Courtesy of
instagram/t4npa.nam4

Courtesy of
instagram/luthfizulfahmilz

Aerial view of Sukawana Tea Plantation, Bandung

Courtesy of
instagram/tribhekti_
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Taman Hutan Raya
Ir H Djuanda

Tafso Barn
Tafso Barn is a cafe with a unique concept in Ciumbuleuit, Bandung. Located in
a contoured terrain, they apply different themes in every part of their area. They
intentionally make the architecture and interior designs vary on each level. They
also have a mini-golf area to make it more interesting.
There’s an area that has sofa chairs and tables arranged in a semi-outdoor setting
on the first level. On a different spot, they have a sitting area covered in a roof
garden. Sometimes they implemented unique items for furniture. For example,
they use barrels as chairs. They also have an outdoor sitting area completed with
wooden chairs. Another pretty spot that will look cute on your photos is their
birdcage look-alike.shelter. And don’t worry, the indoor part is fun too.

Let us guide you there!

Address:

Jl. Baru Laksana No.75, Pagerwangi,
West Bandung, West Java 40391

Sightseeing Spots

Taman Hutan Raya Ir. H. Djuanda, or Tahura Djuanda for short, is a forest park
located at an altitude of 770-1330 above sea level. The park is about 590 hectares
and stretches from the Dago Pakar area to Maribaya Lembang. Due to its vastness,
there are several entrance gates to reach this forest park. The easiest one to access
is the Dago Pakar gate, but you can also visit this place easily from Lembang.
More than just exploring the forest park, in Tahura Djuanda, you can also enjoy
your favorite coffee or drinks in the coffee shop, known as Armor Kopi. There are
also two caves, a beautiful waterfall, and a deer breeding area that you can visit.
For adventure enthusiasts, this forest park is perfect for light hiking.
Let us guide you there!

Address:

Jl. Ir. H. Juanda No.99, Ciburial,
Bandung, West Java 40198
Contact:

Contact:

(022) 2501394
disbudpar@bandung.go.id

+6281395461174

Web:

Web:

heytafso

www.disbudpar.bandung.go.id

Courtesy of
indonesia/warmanwardhani

Courtesy of
indonesia/pilotlieur

Courtesy of
instagram/riefbagja

Courtesy of
instagram/warmanwardhani

Courtesy of
indonesia/yuzarrrr
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Tangkuban Perahu

Sightseeing Spots

Tebing Keraton

Mount Tangkuban Perahu is one of the most favorite destinations in Lembang,
Bandung. Located 20 km to the north of the heart of Bandung, on the way to
the location, you will see a row of lush pine trees and a stretch of beautiful tea
plantations around it.

Tebing Keraton is one of those destinations that earn its popularity through
social media. It’s not a surprise because the panorama is beautiful, it deserves
all the rave. Not to mention, you can visit this place before or after exploring
nearby attractions in Dago, such as Taman Hutan Raya Ir. Djuanda.

There are several excellent spots you can explore here. One of them is Kawah
Ratu. This crater is the biggest one in Tangkuban Perahu, and the panorama is
stunning. The other one is Kawah Domas. It is about 1.2 km from Tangkuban
Perahu and not as popular as Kawah Ratu. This crater has a small pool of hot
springs that you can enjoy. Last but not least, there’s Kawah Upas that is perfect
for its sunrise panorama.

The scenery from the cliff is beyond compare. You’ll witness a beautiful
composition of nature right in front of you. Lushing forest park from afar
and contoured landscape as the background, everything seems magnificent,
especially when it is foggy. This place is perfect for watching sunrise and sunset.
Be ready to experience those magical moments. Last but not least, you can also
explore the surrounding pine forest and enjoy the refreshing atmosphere.

Let us guide you there!

Address:

Jl Raya Tangkuban Perahu,
Cikahuripan, Bandung, West Java

Jl. Ir. H. Juanda No.99, Ciburial,
Bandung, West Java 40198

Contact:

Contact:

Web:

Web:

(022) 2501394
disbudpar@bandung.go.id

Let us guide you there!

Address:

(022) 2501394
disbudpar@bandung.go.id

www.disbudpar.bandung.go.id

www.disbudpar.bandung.go.id

Mount Tangkuban Perahu, Bandung

Tebing Keraton, Bandung
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A wall of exhibition

Museum
Art Gallery
Bandung has a great combination of being a very welldeveloped city yet still embracing tiny bits of its past. There are
many historical, cultural, and modern aspects surrounding it.
The location also impacts its landscape quality, making it perfect
for appreciating nature a little more. Last but not least, art also
has a strong influence on Bandung’s characters. That’s why
museums and art galleries are a few of many fascinating places
to visit when you’re exploring this city.
There are several museums and art galleries spread all over
this city. But none of them are the same, because they bring
different subjects to their display. Some of them are even
very particular with the theme and the items they showcase.
When you’re trying to capture some inspirations, a little bit of
educational stuff with a touch of entertainment, these spots are
the perfect answer.
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Barli Museum
Barli Museum was established not only as a place to display some work of art
from artists but also built with a bigger purpose. Initiated by the owner, Barli
Sasmitawinata, the aim is to provide an educational place and build public
awareness for art in this city. It was a milestone in the history of Bandung’s art
journey.
Exploring this museum, you will witness the development of Barli’s painting style
from time to time. From realism, impressionism to expressionism. This museum
consisted of three floors and several display rooms. Each of them has different
functions, such as exhibition, performance art, discussion, and educational
activities. Not to mention, there’s a cozy cafe where you can relax and enjoy
some good foods.
Open Mon - Sat, 10 a.m. – 5 p.m.

Let us guide you there!

Address:

Jl. Prof. Dr. Sutami No.91, Sukarasa,
Bandung, West Java 40152

Museum Art Gallery

Bosscha Lembang
Bosscha Observatory is one of the oldest star observation spots in Indonesia.
This observatory has several telescopes with different functions, as well as
one large binoculars inside its giant dome. Of all the telescopes, only a few are
available for research activities, and the rest are for educational purposes only.
For an individual or small group visit, Saturday is a perfect time, as the other days
assigned for big group visitors and celestial body observation activities. Bosscha
Observatory has several visiting schedules, so you can pick the experience you
desire. During the dry season, Bosscha holds an evening excursion program for
visitors to try the Bamberg Binoculars when the sky is clear. But this program is
only available on Thursday and Friday with prior registration.

Open Mon - Fri, 9 a.m. – 3 p.m.

Let us guide you there!

Address:

Jl. Peneropongan Bintang, Lembang,
West Bandung, West Java 40391

Contact:

Contact:

Instagram:

Web:

(022) 2011898

kunjungan@as.itb.ac.id

museum_barli

www.bosscha.itb.ac.id

Courtesy of
instagram/siaaandre

Bosscha Lembang, Bandung
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Museum Konferensi
Asia Afrika

Lawangwangi Creative Space
Once known as the Art and Science Estate, Lawangwangi Creative Space
then reopened as an art gallery in 2010. Currently, it has a regular schedule
to hold many contemporary art exhibitions every month, on a national and
international scale. There are two spaces functioned as the art gallery. The first
one displays many unique works from several artists, while the other served for
large size paintings.
What makes it unique about Lawangwangi Creative Space is because it has
a cafe and a design space integrated into one continuous area. The cafe’s
interior design also blended well together with the design space showroom.
Located on the 2nd floor, you can enjoy your food here while watching the
calming panorama of the green surroundings.
Open Tue - Sun, 10 a.m. – 10 p.m.

Let us guide you there!

Address:

Jl. Dago Giri No.99, Mekarwangi,
West Bandung, West Java 40391

Museum Art Gallery

This museum not only has some collections of historical items but also becomes
a place for education and various activities. They have a library and several clubs
that accommodate some exciting activities. The library is vast, and there’s enough
space for you to read and write comfortably. Not to mention, there’s a braille
corner to make this library more inclusive. Here, you can also watch a 10-minute
documentary about the conference’s history in the audiovisual room of the
museum. Last but not least, for those who want to learn more about the countries
that participated in the conference, this museum also has a community named
Friends of the Museum of the Asian-African Conference. They provide a variety of
activities, including language and culture, film-makers, and journalistic clubs.

Open Daily 8 a.m. – 4 p.m.

Let us guide you there!

Address:

Jl. Asia Afrika No.65 Bandung
West Java 40111

Contact:

Contact:

Web:

Web:

+62815 6016 666

(022) 42690705

www.creativespace.lawangwangi.com

www.asianafricanmuseum.org

Courtesy of
www.creativespace.lawangwangi.com

Diorama of Asian-African Conference
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NuArt Sculpture Park

Selasar Sunaryo Art Space

Located in the northern part of Bandung in West Java, Indonesia, this 3 hectares
park was first opened to the public in 2000. As the name implies, NuArt Sculpture
Park primarily exhibits the works of the sculptor Nyoman Nuarta, from the
beginning of his career to the latest masterpieces. Here, you can admire dozens
of statues displayed in the indoor and outdoor parts of the gallery.

Sunaryo has become a familiar figure to art lovers, especially in Bandung.
He is the artist behind several iconic monuments and statues. Selasar Sunaryo
Art Space itself is a space and non-profit organization that aims to support the
development of practice and study of art and visual culture in Indonesia.

More than just a museum gallery, this place also serves as a workshop for
Nyoman Nuarta himself. He builds a special place for artists, designers, and other
art-goers to meet, discuss, and share their interests. It is a spot for art lovers that
offer a lot of resources for art and design knowledge.

They display many contemporary art works through exhibitions, discussions,
artist residencies, and workshops. Selasar Sunaryo Art Space also frequently
features art performances such as poetry readings, musical performances,
film screenings, and many more. There’s a library full of various books,
catalogs, magazines, journals, research papers, and digital data that is
accessible to the public and an amphitheater. When you need some rest,
there’s a semi-outdoor coffeeshop name Kopi Selasar and a souvenir shop
that sells books, artist merchandise, postcards, art catalogs, and handicrafts.

Open Daily 9 a.m. – 5 p.m.

Open Tue - Sun, 10 a.m. – 5 p.m.

Let us guide you there!

Address:

Jl. Setra Duta No. L6 Bandung,
West Java 40151

Let us guide you there!

Address:

Jl. Bukit Pakar Timur No.100, Ciburial,
Bandung, West Java 40198

Contact:

Contact:

Web:

Web:

(022) 2017812

(022) 2507939

www.nuartsculpturepark.com

www.selasarsunaryo.com

Courtesy of
instagram/nuartpark

Courtesy of
instagram/selasarsunaryo
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Soemardja Gallery

Wot Batu

Founded in 1974, Soemardja Gallery is the oldest university gallery, not just in
Bandung but also in Indonesia. The name of the gallery came from the initiator’s
name, Soemardja Syafe’i. He is one of the founding figures of the art education
system in Indonesia.

Located in the Selasar Sunaryo Art Space area, Sunaryo built Wot Batu to
remind people about nature and how we are a part of it. Wot Batu means
Stone Bridge, so in line with the name, Sunaryo arranged about 135 stones
through his feelings and intuition in an area of 200 square meters. As a bridge,
the aim is to connect humans with something more spiritual and emotional.
This installation is also rich in details. You can see it from the carvings and
shapes. Sunaryo also creates a harmonized composition of four natural
elements; fire, wind, water, and earth. On the other side of the gallery,
he arranged the installations based on scientific data, showing records of
the geological conditions of stones in Wot Batu.

At first, it exclusively served for students of the Faculty of Arts and Design
from Bandung Institute of Technology so they could learn about exhibition
management and curatorial and volunteer art programs. Later on, to stimulate
the public’s interest in contemporary art, Soemardja Gallery carries out other
programs such as discussions, seminars, and workshops that include artists
and experts. It also accommodates other practices, such as industrial design,
architecture, crafts, photography, and visual culture. This gallery is open for
anyone who wants to propose an exhibition in any media or other art events.
Open Tue - Fri, 9 a.m. – 4 p.m.

Let us guide you there!

Address:

Jl. Ganesha No. 10, Lb. Siliwangi,
Bandung, West Java 40132

Open Tue - Sun, 10 a.m. – 5.30 p.m.

Let us guide you there!

Address:

Jl. Bukit Pakar Timur no. 98 #1
Bandung 40198

Contact:

Contact:

Web:

Web:

(022) 22534242

info@wotbatu.id

www.disbudpar.bandung.go.id

www.wotbatu.id

Courtesy of www.itb.ac.id

Courtesy of
instagram/wotbatu
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Facade of Blackbird Hotel

Staying
Places
As a popular tourist destination, hotels and villas are easy
to find in this city, and many of them have different design
approaches and concepts. Bandung is a place where
distinct characters of visually pleasing aesthetics connected
between one and another. Unique architecture, interior
designs, and visual arts are a few of them. Not to mention
the deep root of the art deco background that this city
holds, it makes Bandung has a different twist when it comes
to art and architecture.
The art deco vibe is not dominating the face of the city,
but its impact is undeniable. Bandung also has a humble
approach to post-modernism, so everything is subtle.
Some of the staying places also incorporate nature around
them to their advantage. Imagine having an experience in
a laidback city where the modern features are sometimes
bordering the beautiful nature, then wrapped in art. Well,
get ready to please your eyes and soul.
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Beehive Boutique Hotel
Unlike most hotels in general, Beehive Hotel Bandung serves a unique approach
to its concept. There are five different interior designs and several room types.
The most wanted one is the rooftop rooms, and there are only three of them.
So you better be prepared with your reservation if you’re interested. But don’t
worry, the other room types are pretty as well. The overall vibe of this hotel is
very homey, comfy, and youthful. They put a lot of details here and there, but
it’s not too much.
What makes the rooftop room interesting is the shape of its space. One wall has
a sloping corner completed with large glass windows. So the panorama from
that room is stunning. During rainy days, you can watch the water drops and
flows calmingly from this sloping window.
Let us guide you there!

Address:

Jl. Dayang Sumbi No.1, Coblong,
Bandung, West Java 40132
Contact:

Staying Places

Blackbird Hotel
Located in the northern area of Bandung, Blackbird Hotel is in an excellent
location for you who want to explore the surrounding nature and attractions in
the city. Blackbird Hotel is a modern boutique hotel that consists of 29 rooms.
It’s different from most hotels that usually have high-rise buildings. This
particular hotel only has three floors, with its architecture and overall
atmosphere make you feel as if you are at home, but better. Everything is well
designed. They put a lot of effort into the details, especially when it comes
to the visuals. It’s elegant yet humble at the same time. Last but not least,
this hotel has a cafe called Sea Como Sea that is open to the public as well as
accommodating guests’ breakfast.

Let us guide you there!

Address:

Jl. Terusan Sersan Bajuri No.9,
West Bandung, West Java 40559
Contact:

(022) 2505801
beehive.bdg@gmail.com

(022) 27611211
fo@blackbird-hotel.com

Instagram:

Instagram:

beehive_bdg

blackbirdhotel

Courtesy of
Photo by
instagram/a_gabriellajane

Courtesy
Courtesy
Photo by
of
instagram/duniakulinerbdg

Courtesy
Photo by
Courtesy
of
instagram/ressyresvianti
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Courtesy
Courtesy
Photo by
of
instagram/niarprima

Courtesy of
Photo by
instagram/rika1206
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Gemala House

Halo Jae

Gemala House has become one of the most sought after villas in Bandung, not
just for its strategic location but also for its excellent characteristics. It carries
a modern style that makes it look neat and clean. The architecture is very
minimalist but with a twist. It’s far from boring. There are five bedrooms in this
villa, and the maximum capacity is ten people.
Both exterior and interior are dominated by black, white, and gray, but a touch
of wooden elements gives enough warmth to the eyes. Not to mention, they put
enough greeneries everywhere, so it feels even cozier and homey. They also have
a small beautiful garden completed with a table and chairs for you to enjoy your
breakfast or spend quality time there.

Let us guide you there!

Address:

Perumahan Bumi Sariwangi I Blok
B No.1b Jl. Sariwangi No.145 West
Bandung, West Java 40559

Staying Places

There are two options that they offer in this hostelry; the Main House and the
Bungalow. The Main House itself is a villa consisting of three bedrooms, two
bathrooms, a living room, and a kitchen with a maximum capacity of 12 people.
Meanwhile, the Bungalows can only occupy four people at maximum in each unit.
The buildings are modern and minimalist. The use of monochromatic color
palettes with a touch of wood accents feels quite prominent in every corner of
this place. The surrounding nature is also very calming and refreshing. Other
than the beautiful architecture, interior design, and strategic location, Halo Jae
has a unique concept as hospitality. They combine a hostelry with an eatery in
one area. The cafe itself is very nice for hanging out and enjoying delicious food
with a spectacular panorama.
Let us guide you there!

Address:

Jl. Buniwangi No.168, Mekarwangi,
West Bandung, West Java 40391
Contact:

gemalahouse@gmail.com

+62 812 2302 9188
rumahjae@gmail.com

Instagram:

Web:

Contact:

gemalahouse

www.halojae.com

Courtesy of
Photo by
instagram/gemalahouse
instagram/a_gabriellajane

Courtesy Photo by
instagram/duniakulinerbdg

Courtesy Photo by
instagram/ressyresvianti
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Courtesy of
Photo by
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instagram/rika1206
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InterContinental Bandung

Staying Places

Kollektiv Hotel

The InterContinental Bandung Hotel has a secluded location far from the hustle
and bustle of the city, yet still strategically close to many attractions. The hotel
is very modern and elegant. The main facility that stands out from this five-star
hotel is the golf course. With the magnificent mountain views, it surrounds
almost the entire building.

Kollektiv Hotel carries an industrial theme with a neat look that combines
elements of wood and steel to create an industrial design. It is the first container
hotel in Bandung, built from redesigned truck containers. There are two room
types they offer. And for those who think that one container is not enough for
your need, you can choose the one that connects the two boxes as one room.

From the hotel rooms, you can watch all the neighboring scenery through the
large windows, even from the bathroom. There are two restaurants here, all-day
dining on the lobby floor with indoor and outdoor terrace areas, as well as the
one on the 18th floor that offers a beautiful panorama of the city from above.
Not to mention, the InterContinental Hotel also has 19 Private Garden Kembang
Villas with direct access to the golf course.

Located in a building attached to a restaurant called Hara, the hotel rooms occupy
the second to fourth floors. A large void in the middle of the building offers views
to the sitting area on the ground floor. That space also serves as the dining area
of the Hara restaurant. There are plants and trees planted on the ground floor
that bring contrast to the industrial look.

Let us guide you there!

Address:

Jl. Resor Dago Pakar Raya 2B,
Bandung, West Java 40198
Contact:

Let us guide you there!

Address:

Jl. Prof. Dr. Ir. Sutami no. 62 Sukajadi,
Bandung, West Java, 40152
Contact:

+628 112 142 388
icbandung.reservation@ihg.com

(022) 82009222
(022) 8200 9777

Web:

Instagram:

kollektivhotel

www.bandung.intercontinental.com

Courtesy of
instagram/djphotolab

Courtesy of
instagram/intercontinental_bandung

Courtesy of
instagram/_nadyalmira
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Courtesy of
www.kollektivhotel.com
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Staying Places

Malaka Hotel

Padma Hotel Bandung

The first impression you will notice while arriving at the Malaka hotel is the cozy
and calming vibe because lushes greeneries are surrounding the building. The
architecture is minimalist. The main building has a big void with U shape opened
corridors, maximizing the natural light to shine through. Connected by a beautiful
green terrace, there’s a large hall located separately from the main building,
perfect for weddings.

From the outside, the building seems small. But when you enter the hotel, you
will notice that the building has a contoured landscape. The lobby is on the
top, and the rooms are on all five floors below. The rooms are spacious and
have direct views facing the swimming pools as well as the forest. They have an
infinity pool with warm water as well as a jacuzzi.

There are two room types, Superior and Suite, but Superior is the only one widely
available for the public. The room has a spacious balcony and window, perfect for
watching the surroundings or sit back and relax. Malaka Hotel is quite famous for
wedding venues, so the Suite type is mostly occupied for the couples.

Let us guide you there!

Address:

Jl. Halimun No.36, Malabar,
Bandung, West Java 40262

There are lots of things you can do here. Try trekking to the forest guided by the
staff, with short and long path options for a little adventure, or join their daily
yoga sessions to meditate by the pool amidst the calming sphere of Bandung.
There are also some kids playing facilities, outbound activities, and sports such
as mini-golf, mini soccer, mini basketball, and archery.

Jl. Rancabentang No.56-58, Ciumbuleuit,
Bandung, West Java 40142

Contact:

Contact:

Web:

Web:

+62 22 7303344
reservation@malakahotel.com

Let us guide you there!

Address:

+62 22 203 0333
reservation@padmahotelbandung.com

www.malakahotel.com

www.padmahotelbandung.com

Courtesy of
www.malakahotel.com

Courtesy of
www.padmahotelbandung.com
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Stevie 6 Hotel
Stevie G Hotel is a three-star boutique hotel located in Setiabudi, Bandung. The
location is in the hilly area of Bandung, surrounded by breezy air and beautiful
scenery. From the outside, you will see that the building has a quite tropical
minimalist concept with a twist.
This hotel provides 24 rooms, designed in a contemporary pop art style that is
different from most hotels. It gives a vibe that is very fresh and youthful. The
interior is warm and artistic, with a lot of wooden elements here and there
bringing out the contrast. What makes it more unique is, every room in this
hotel has different themes, and you can pick the one with the design that suits
your taste.

Let us guide you there!

Address:

Jl. Sersan Bajuri No.72, Cihideung,
West Bandung, West Java 40559

Staying Places

Tama Boutique Hotel
Located in an area considered as a part of the city center with many vehicles
passing by, in spite, this hotel offers a quiet atmosphere. From the outside,
the architecture looks like some superimposed boxes, but the interior is more
interesting. They play with a combination of vertical and horizontal lines for
their wooden elements. It has a contemporary design with neutral but also
quite warm undertones.
The hotel occupies the same building as the Korean restaurant Born Ga. The
restaurant is on the ground floor, while the hotel is on the 2nd to 5th floors.
Unlike most hotels, the hotel lobby is on the 5th floor, and the rooms are
on the 2nd and 3rd floors. The hotel lobby also functions as a lounge for the
breakfast area.
Let us guide you there!

Address:

Jl. Dr. Rajiman No.5, Pasir Kaliki,
Bandung, West Java 40171
Contact:

Contact:

+62 22 – 4264 888
rsv@tama-boutique.com

+62 811 2079799

Instagram:

Web:

stevie6hotel

www.tama-boutique.com

Courtesy of
instagram/stevie6hotel

Courtesy of
instagram/tamaboutiquehotel
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The House Tour Hotel

U Janevalla Bandung

The House Tour Hotel is a contemporary boutique hotel with only 20 rooms.
Located in a calm housing neighborhood, it makes the atmosphere feels
homey and cozy. When you enter the building, you’ll see that it carries
a noticeable color-blocking concept dominated by wooden furniture and
natural colors such as white and orange. There’s a small room designed for
children’s facilities so they can play and read books while waiting.
The House Tour Hotel has different themes for their room designs. Some
of them are constellations, maps, and hot air balloons. The rooms are
comfortable, and the character is fun. They have a well-designed interior
and several attractive photo spots all over the building, such as a cafe with
a glasshouse concept named Potting Shed.
Let us guide you there!

Address:

Jl. Panumbang Jaya No.5, Ciumbuleuit,
Bandung, West Java 40142

Staying Places

Situated in the city center area, U Janevalla Hotel has a strategic location that
lets you walk around to nearby charming spots. It is a 4-star hotel with a modern
industrial design for its architecture and interior with a little minimalist touch.
From the outside, the building looks unique. It has an asymmetrical facade with
distorted trapezoid windows and several protruding sections. Sharp accents are
very prominent here, not to mention they use exposed concrete structure and
simple concrete floors to emphasize the vibe.
The interior of the room appears to be simplistic and sleek in its monochrome
colors, such as white, black, and gray. The exposed white brick walls, high ceilings,
concrete materials, and full-height windows create a distinctly industrial look. This
hotel also has a rooftop swimming pool with an excellent panorama of the city.

Jl. Aceh No.65, Citarum,
Bandung, West Java 40115

Contact:

Contact:

Instagram:

Instagram:

+62 22 82065240
+628119950800

Let us guide you there!

Address:

+6281 7232 6666
ujanevallabandung

thehousetourhotel

Courtesy of
instagram/thehousetourhotel

Courtesy of
instagram/narishanaresh

Courtesy of
instagram/ridhof
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Courtesy of
instagram/marisamaro

Courtesy of
instagram/selinofoto.id

Courtesy of
instagram/ujanevallabandung
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Shopping
Points
We know when you’re on holiday, every second count!
When it comes to shopping, shopaholics know that
Bandung is the go-to place in Indonesia! Known as
the Paris of Java, there’s no questioning the fashion
movement in Bandung. Whether you’re hunting for
imported branded goods, trendy local fashion,
or creative knick-knacks.
Bandung is renowned for having the best of fashion and
shopping. From open-air market-style “street” shopping,
malls, custom-made goods, factory outlets to wholesale
prices, it’s safe to say Bandung has it all.
With outlets and stores dotting every city corner, we
know that even the best shopaholic can get lost in the
trendy towns, especially when time is of the essence.
So if you only have limited time for shopping, so here’s
a shopping guide while you are in Bandung.

Cheerful stylish woman carrying shopping bags
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23 Paskal
Shopping
Center
Open Daily 11 a.m. – 8 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Pasir Kaliki No.25-27,
Bandung, West Java 40241
Instagram:

www.togo.23paskal.id
Let us guide you there!

Shopping Points

Cihampelas
Street
Various type of denim on display

Not only as a shopping mall, but 23 Paskal is also
a place for creation and education for communities
in Bandung. Located on Jalan Pasirkaliki 25-27, each
floor has a different concept for the convenience of
visitors. This mall is adjacent to Binus University and
Yello Hotel, between these 3-floor malls, there are
2 six-story towers for Binus University and Yello
Hotel. Although many are filled with international
brands, 23 Paskal also combines local brands in
malls with the concept of “Family & Community Hub”
as evidenced by 4 lobby areas named in Sundanese,
namely Hejo, Cai, Langit, and Ruhai.

Handmade leather shoes on display

Address:

Jl. Cibaduyut Raya, Bojongloa Kidul,
Bandung, West Java
Web:

-

Let us guide you there!

Shopping Points

Courtesy of
www.theparadise-group.co

Cibaduyut
Market
Open Daily 8 a.m. – 10 p.m.

Chapter One :
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Cibaduyut is one of Bandung’s most popular fashion
spots that won’t disappoint you. The street is lined
with shops selling all kinds of shoes with good
quality and bargain prices—a combo no one would
want to miss. If you can’t find the shoes or the
size you like, you can ask for one-of-a-kind custom
leather shoes made to suit your taste! The custom
shoes are usually done in one or two weeks. You
can have it delivered to your address. Most products
in Cibaduyut are handcrafted and locally made, yet
with good quality and durability. Don’t forget to
bargain if you want to get a fair price.
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Open Daily 9 a.m. – 9 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Cihampelas, Bandung, West Java
Web:

-

Let us guide you there!

Heritage
The Factory
Outlet
Open Daily 9 a.m. – 10 p.m.
Address:

Jl. L. L. R.E. Martadinata No.63,
Bandung, West Java 40115
Web:

www.heritagefactoryoutlet.com
Let us guide you there!

One of the most visited areas in town, Cihampelas
Street is inhabited entirely by shops and outlets.
If you’re on a budget or simply want to get more
stuff with your money, this is the place to go. Jalan
Cihampelas (Cihampelas Street) is one of the famous
streets in Bandung city. It is a street filled with denim
or jeans shops and excess clothing from the factory
outlets. It is also a center to have the ‘Bandung’ made
souvenirs at a reasonable price. A good time to visit
the street is on Saturday evening where most of the
shops compete for their prices with themselves.

Courtesy of
www.cavinteo.blogspot.com

The Heritage is the pioneer and the most prominent
factory outlet at L.L.R.E. Martadinata street,
popularly known as Riau street. It occupies a big old
white house at the corner of Riau and Trunojoyo
street. It offers a wide range of clothing and apparel
for women, men, teenagers, and children. Whenever
you want a break, there are plenty of snack carts
and restaurants along Riau and Dago street. Great
shopping place with a vast range of clothes. Don’t
forget to check out the pop-up shop at the parking
lot for more great deals and crazy discounts.
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Courtesy of
www.cavinteo.blogspot.com

Paris Van
Java
Open Daily 12 a.m. – 8 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Sukajadi No.131-139, Cipedes,
Bandung, West Java 40162
Instagram:

pvjofficial
Let us guide you there!

Rumah
Mode Factory
Outlet
Open Daily 10 a.m. – 7 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Dr. Setiabudi No.41, Pasteur,
Bandung, West Java 40143
Instagram:

www.rumahmode.co.id
Let us guide you there!

Located at Jalan Sukajadi, everyone and anyone
in Bandung knows about PVJ as the locals call it.
Covering a massive area with about 350 tenants
selling all sorts of stuff and services: F&B, clothing,
movie theater, ice skating rink, petting zoo, peacock
garden, supermarket, events, etc. This is the best mall
in Bandung city with almost complete counters. There
are many good options for food and shopping. If you
like to walk, this is a good place. The best way to enjoy
this mall is during a cool night and weekdays, there
are several bars too that opens until past midnight.
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Shopping Points

Various handicraft on display

RupaRupi
Handicraft
Mall
Open Daily 10 a.m. – 10 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Jendral Ahmad Yani No.837-843,
Bandung, West Java 40125
Instagram:

ruparupihandicraftmarket
Let us guide you there!

Courtesy of
www.tourbandung.id

Located at Jln. Ahmad Yani No. 837-843, Padasuka,
Cibeunying Kidul, Bandung City. This place is not
only a paradise for those of you who are interested
in various handicraft products. Officially opened to
the public in February 2019, Rupa Rupi Handicraft
is the first thematic mall in West Java and a new
shopping tourist destination in Bandung. Unlike
other shopping centers, this place sells a variety of
handicraft products; from raw materials to finished
results. Are you ready to hunt for cute items in Rupa
Rupi Handicraft? Take the time to come to Bandung!
Happy shopping!

A wide variety of clothes on the rack

Trunojoyo
Street
Located close to Paris van Java Mall, this factory outlet
is perhaps the most favorite spot in Bandung since
years ago. Set in an attractive and well-maintained
space—complete with fish ponds, gardens, and
al-fresco dining areas—the mall offers a range of
clothing for women, men, and children. Offers so
many brands and collections for all your family
members, shopping in this spot will leave no one
behind. You’ll find expensive items from Zara, GAP,
or many others here. A variety of clothes from
underwear to parka jackets are available here.
So, while in Bandung make your fashion choices here!
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Open Daily 9 a.m. – 9 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Trunojoyo Citarum,
Bandung, West Java 40115
Web:

-

Let us guide you there!

If your closet needs an overhaul, Bandung is just
the holiday destination for you. Jalan Trunojoyo
is a spot not to be missed! Shop in the Trunojoyo
Street area to get clothes with Bandung teen style.
It is called distribution outlet/’Distro’, an indie
label for many Bandung teen fashion style. From
weatherproof jackets to on-trend sling bags, you’ll
find unique pieces here you can’t get anywhere
else. Some of their lines are also produced in
partnership with social causes, making your
purchase a stylish and meaningful one.
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Working in the corner

Creative
Space
Dubbed as Paris van Java by Europeans back in the day,
Bandung has its own unique charms for travelers. It’s a cool
and creative city with plenty of shopping malls, culinary
delights, and interesting nightlife scenes to explore. In case
you are on a holiday and looking for places to get your work
done. Bandung is a city where the citizens passionately
welcome new things, especially anything related to
creativity and innovation.
No wonder Bandung now has places to realize so many
creative ideas, including co-working space. Spaces where
young entrepreneurs or startup companies have a decent
and proper place to develop their creative minds as well as
their business. Working in Bandung is convenient, whether
you prefer to work in a coffee shop or a co-working space.
Bigger cities such as Bandung will give you a good list of
options regarding co-working spaces, while smaller towns
like Canggu and Ubud will have fewer options.
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Bandung
Digital
Valley
Open Mon - Fri, 8 a.m. – 5 p.m.
Address:

Menara Bandung Digital Valley, 4th
Floor. Jl. Gegerkalong Hilir No. 47
Web:

www.bandungdigitalvalley.com
Let us guide you there!

Coworking Space
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Courtesy of
www.bandungdigitalvalley.com

Coworking Space

Courtesy of
www.coandco.id

CO&CO
Space
BDV (Bandung Digital Valley) is a free co-working
space launched by Indonesia’s largest telco, Telkom,
in Bandung in December 2011. Located in Telkom’s
R&D center, it is 1,200 square meters, and the
company lets people use it as a co-working space,
gadget room, meeting room, and incubator room.
Built to support and facilitate technopreneurs and
developer their companies or products and bridge
them with their target market. The co-working space
can hold up to 100 technopreneurs or developers.
To start using the space at BDV, users only need to
register themselves on its website.

Open Daily 9 a.m. – 5 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Dipatiukur No.5,
Bandung, West Java 40132
Web:

www.conco.id
Let us guide you there!

Located on Jalan dipatiukur no. 5, you can easily
access this branch via various routes in the city
of Bandung. In addition, it is located close to
various shopping centers and tourist areas, it
can be a solution when you feel tired and need
inspiration. Even though it is located in the city
center, the atmosphere at CO&CO Workshare is
still conducive and comfortable. In addition, there is
also an outdoor space that you can use to refresh
a tired mind. With a garden decorated with various
greenery and beautiful flowers, surely it can create
fresh air and an inspiring atmosphere.

Courtesy of
instagram/block71bandung

Block71
Bandung
Open Daily 24 Hours
Address:

Innovation Factory, Jl. Ir. H. Djuanda,
No.108, Bandung, West Java
Instagram:

block71bandung
Let us guide you there!

Courtesy of
www.cnclv.co

Conclave
Bandung
A place who can connect you to the right people,
resources and tools to power-up your start up
business. BLOCK71 located at Innovation Factory, Ir. H.
Djuanda street no.108, Lebak Gede Coblong, Bandung.
Building on the success of BLOCK71 in Singapore, NUS
Enterprise has collaborated with local and overseas
partners to set up similar business hubs, (for instance
at Bandung itself!) to help start-ups penetrate into
different economies. At the same time, start-ups can
leverage on the co-working space and incubation
services like mentoring, networking sessions, hotdesking facilities, as well as overseas as grant support
or startup funding to kick-start their expansion plans.
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Open Daily 24 Hours
Address:

Jl. Jendral Ahmad Yani No.134-136,
Malabar, Bandung, West Java 40262
Web:

www.cnclv.co
Let us guide you there!

Located in Jendral Ahmad Yani street no. 134-136,
Malabar, Bandung. Conclave is a coworking space
designed to help you get things done. That’s it. No
superfluous gimmicks and no nonsensical playthings
to distract you from your work. What we do offer
is a stimulating working environment equipped
with state-of-the-art facilities located in the heart
of the city. Whether you choose to network or plug
in to your headphones, that’s entirely up to you.
With facilities like, fiber optics internet, mail and
document handling services, work station, 24/7
access, and 12 hours free meeting room usage.
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Courtesy of
instagram/eduplex_id

Eduplex
Open Daily 9 a.m. – 8 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Ir. H.Djuanda No.84 Bandung,
West Java 4013
Instagram:

www.eduplex.id/new/
Let us guide you there!

Gudang
Selatan
Bandung
Open Daily 10 a.m. – 10 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Gudang Selatan No. 22
Bandung, West Java
Web:

-

Let us guide you there!

Coworking Space

Courtesy of
www.unionspace.id

Next SPACE
Bandung is a city where the citizens passionately
welcome new things, especially anything related
to creativity and innovation. Located in Djuanda
street No.84, Eduplex main focuses are to build
an ecosystem that helps to connect individuals
and/or companies in creating the opportunity for
collaboration. Establishing a space and media for
learning to improve the quality of life and business
of its members. Presenting an excellent business
ecosystem with the spirit of economic sharing
which also socially impacts the society.

Open Daily 9 a.m. – 6 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Trunojoyo No.11, Citarum,
Bandung, West Java 40115
Web:

www.unionspace.id
Let us guide you there!

Courtesy of
syafrilphoto

Probably the best workspace, entrepreneurial
community and business support services for
today’s entrepreneurs and businesses. Located right
along Jalan Trunojoyo, arguably the most creative
and innovative street in Bandung, NextSPACE is a
collaboration between UnionSPACE and Telkom. It
aims to be the beacon to connect all individuals and
companies who strive to bring their ideas and goals to
the next level by supporting the community with our
ecosystem. Provide a range of workspaces such as
serviced office, dedicated desks and flexible desks for
teams of 1 - 50. They are beautifully designed, cleverly
furnished to bring the best out of you and your team.

Courtesy of
www.workspace53.com

Workspace 53
We can find many old buildings in Bandung. Some
are still functioning as the original, some have
switched functions. For example, Gudang Selatan 22.
The army warehouse was made into a ‘new place’.
Behind its appearance that looks like an abandoned
building, An old building in an army warehousing
area sounded like it was not a good choice for tourist
purposes. But behind its appearance that looks like
an abandoned building, this warehouse contains
office space, coffee shop, cafe, public activity space,
and shops and distributions that can be visited
during a vacation in Bandung.
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Open Daily 9 a.m. – 6 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Naripan No.53, Kb. Pisang,
Bandung, West Java 40112
Web:

www.workspace53.com
Let us guide you there!

Bandung is a city where the citizens passionately
welcome new things, especially anything related to
creativity and innovation. No wonder Bandung now
has places to realize so many creative ideas which
come from its people, including coworking space.
Workspace 53 located in Naripan street No.53, It’s
a coworking space in Bandung with internet access,
free flow drinks, and business networks connected
through business incubators. Here, you can get
a dedicated desk for the working team, convenient
air-conditioning, complimentary coffee or tea, and
discounted rates on meeting room use.
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A set of coffee cups

Caffeine
& Bites
Looking for a unique environment while hanging out in
Bandung? The city has a number of cafes and coffee shops
that come with a distinctive concept or theme that worth
your visit. Bandung has since burgeoned into a city filled with
restaurants, hotels, and cafés offering brilliant coffee. Some
of Bandung’s cafés not only boast beautifully embellished
interiors but resplendent landscape views as well.
Tourists flock to the West Java capital of Bandung to delight
in the city’s shops, restaurants, and its eclectic collection
of coffeeshops. Bandung is packed with cosy places to
nongkrong, the Indonesian concept for hanging out over
a long period of time with great friends, good atmosphere,
and tasty coffee and snacks.
Head over to these new coffee shops, offering not only highquality coffee but also tasty comfort food, snacks, and of
course, a great ambiance.
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Caffeine & Bites

Courtesy of
www.travelingyuk.com

Armor Kopi

Blue Doors
Courtesy of
instagram/murfeeds

Open Daily 8 a.m. – 8 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Bukit Pakar Utara No.10, Ciburial,
Bandung, West Java 40135
Instagram:

armorkopi.bdg
Let us guide you there!

Really nice spot in the North of Bandung. Set far up
in the hills of Dago not far from Taman Hutan Raya
Juanda, Armor Leuit is the latest in the line of Armor
Kopi shops which have opened up over the years.
The right place to gather with friends and family,
good price, nice service but take a while for your
order to serve when peak time (weekend). They
specialise in manual brew and offer milk which is of
the condensed variety. I tried a vietnam drip as usual
and it was good. If you love the cool air of Dago and
love the outdoors, you’ll love Armor Leuit. No wifi.

Open Daily 6:30 a.m. – 7:30 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Alkateri No.2, Braga,
Bandung, West Java 40111
Instagram:

blue_doors
Let us guide you there!

A hidden gem in Bandung, This place is small and
a bit hard to spot from the road but they have some
great coffee. A comfortable homey atmosphere,
the place consists of indoor and outdoor sitting.
This café adopts a cool, rustic ambience. While food
selection at Blue Doors is kept simple, the spacious
environment is fitting for customers seeking respite
from the crowd or a conducive environment to work
in. Quiet place and good coffee. They open at 7am,
it’s good for breakfast or just to relax in the morning.
A corner for you to chill.

Courtesy of
instagram/kamartujuhkoffie

Bellamie
Boulangerie

Kamar
Tujuh Koffie
Courtesy of
instagram/bellamie.boulangerie

Open Daily 7 a.m. – 10 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Cihapit No.35, Cihapit,
Bandung, West Java 40114
Instagram:

bellamie.boulangerie
Let us guide you there!

Bellamie Boulangerie is a French-style bakery which
occupies a small 2-story building. Another reason
that makes visitors to this place always crowded
is the delicious European-style cake and bread
menu that is not found anywhere else, such as
for sandwiches only, there are 5 types of bread to
choose from, including: ciabatta, focaccia, multigrain,
croissant and sourdough. Other menus that are
no less delicious are salads, pizzas, burgers, pastas
and Bellamie’s culinary specialties that use the basic
ingredients of chicken, beef and salmon.
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Open Daily 8 a.m. – 9 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Cilamaya No.1, Citarum,
Bandung, West Java 40115
Instagram:

kamartujuhkoffie
Let us guide you there!

This is a tiny little coffee shop in an old colonial
building next to an old hotel, there’s only enough
room to seat 8 inside at the bench (plus a few at the
bar) and about another 10 outside. They also had nice
cakes and pastry. The cafe had very nice decoration
and had very good internet, so it’s definitely a place
to come if you need to do some work. The indoor
part is indeed not large, it can only accommodate
a few people with high tables and chairs. The lighting
also makes you feel at home for those who want
to concentrate on working on something. Friendly
baristas and fast service are one plus point for you.
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Courtesy of
instagram/dibisareta

Courtesy of
instagram/tjoernalkopi

Kopi
Toko Djawa
Open Daily 8 a.m. – 10 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Braga No.81, Braga,
Bandung, West Java 40111
Instagram:

kopitokodjawa
Let us guide you there!

If you want something authentic, not too fancy but
serving great coffee, this is the place. A good place
to stop by before continuing your next culinary trip
in Bandung. Besides coffee, they have a small store
inside, that sells many accessories like tote bag,
stickers, pin, earings, aromatherapy and else. They did
not provide wi-fi, but there are so many comics, books
and magazines for you to read. They also allowed
dogs as well. One of very well known coffee shop at
Braga street. Classic look with large front window, yet
they already use wireless token waiting queue, where
you get a nice buzz when your order is ready.

Courtesy of
instagram/masagikoffee

Masagi
Koffee
Open Daily 7 a.m. – 10 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Gunung Kareumbi No.1-B,
Bandung, West Java 40141
Instagram:

masagikoffee
Let us guide you there!

This place is so nice to relax your mind and your day.
Masagi Koffee has good coffee and also very good
service, imagine when you sippin a cup of hot coffee
in cold weather surrounded by trees on the outside.
Definitely a hidden-gem. Not being a popular place
while my visit. No proper signage in-front; and
the coffee shop itself occupies the renovated old
house’s garage. The food menu was limited during
my visit, just only cheese cakes and several snacks.
But this place is selling the huge garden and nature
ambiance for the visitors.
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Mimiti
Coffee &
Space
Open Daily 8 a.m. – 9 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Sumur Bandung No. 14,
Dago Bawah, Bandung
Instagram:

mimiticoffee
Let us guide you there!

Mom's
Artisan
Bakery
Open Daily 7 a.m. – 7 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Progo No.18, Citarum,
Bandung, West Java 40115
Instagram:

momsbakeryindonesia
Let us guide you there!

Caffeine & Bites

Courtesy of
instagram/mimiticoffee

The original Mimiti was a massive hit with the
instagram crowd with its white concrete walls and
clean lines and this new Mimiti does the same
job, just better. The old Mimiti has now closed
down and this new outlet is in a bigger location in
a more trendy area – close to Simpang Dago. The
cappuccino is the best you can get in Bandung. Great
coffee and a great space to hangout with friends
over great coffee and music. Whether for work, or
fun, or simply to be alone with yourself, this is the
place to be.

Courtesy of
instagram/momsbakeryindonesia

Mom’s bakery opens daily at 07:00, it has many
variants of healthy bread, beautiful classic cakes, and
some beverages. We can customize our sandwich
according to our favorite breads, vegetables and
proteins including eggs, chicken, beef and salmon.
Located at Progo street, Mom’s Bakery provides
a variety of healthy foods and beverages. If you like
grandma’s recipe, try Gugelhupf, Bagel Cinnamon, or
Saujics Brood. Variety of Croissant is also provided,
such as Cheese Croissant and Butter Croissant. If
you want heavier breakfast try Eggs Club Toast. For
beverages, try healthy juice Cold Press and you can
also order Coffee based drinks.
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Courtesy of
instagram/noahsbarncoffeenery

Noah's Barn
Coffeenery
Open Daily 10 a.m. – 9 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Dayang Sumbi No.2,
Bandung, West Java 40132
Instagram:

noahsbarncoffeenery
Let us guide you there!

Courtesy of
instagram/rasabakerycafe

Rasa Bakery
& Cafe
Noah’s Barn really was the first of the new wave in
Bandung, mixing modern Australian cafe design
with seriously good coffee. This place actually
serves great food and very entertaining live light
musical performance nightly for all its guests. So
many food options to choose from the restaurant’s
menu and you are spoilt for choice of what exactly
you want to eat here. If you are a coffee lover,
there are plenty of coffee variants to choose from.
Overall, it is a nice chilling place to unwind with
friends.Truly recommended!

Open Daily 8 a.m. – 9:30 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Tamblong Dalam No.15, Braga,
Bandung, West Java 40111
Instagram:

rasabakerycafe
Let us guide you there!

Courtesy of
instagram/oneeightycoffee

One Eighty
Coffee
Open Daily 8 a.m. – 11 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Ganesa No.3, Lb. Siliwangi,
Bandung, West Java 40132
Instagram:

oneeightycoffee
Let us guide you there!

Caffeine & Bites

If you love the classic old fashioned place, then this
would be the best place to go. Situated in the city
center area, this place can be easily found, only 3
minutes walking from Braga street. An old Indonesian
Dutch style restaurant offering a variety of local
bread, snacks and local food. A historical restaurant
famous for its colonial history, provides indonesian,
western, european food also ice cream and pastry
as dessert. Coconut ice cream is their special menu.
There is a smoking area. recommendations for
family, big groups, and couples.

Courtesy of
instagram/sawo.coffee

Sawo
Coffee
Ever experience eating in the pool? Here is it. One
Eighty Coffee Restaurant, one of best spots to go
for a unique ambiance. Good venue, combining
the pool, live music stage and casual style. Suitable
for hangout with friends. The food, beverages and
the coffee was good and tasted well. Great place to
put it in your bucket list if you are in Bandung for
a vacation. Overall the food tastes nice. It is also
indoor if you don’t want to be in the water and the
indoor ambience is nice too.
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Open Daily 9 a.m. – 9 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Braga No.76, Braga,
Bandung, West Java 40111
Instagram:

sawo.coffee
Let us guide you there!

This coffee shop is located on Jalan Braga just
in the centre of Bandung. It has strong heritage
characteristics which are dominantly occupied by
massive blocked-shaped buildings whose façade is
directly attached to the sidewalk. The flagship coffee
is Es Kopi Sawo and Es Kopi Aren. This cafe has
a welcoming, warm and relaxing feeling despite
being located on a very busy street. Whether you’re
on your own or with friends, I think this place is
perfect to spend time at. So if you’re planning to sit
at a cafe for hours, even on your own, this one is
worth visiting.
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Courtesy of
instagram/intanwulans_

Sejiwa
Coffee
Open Daily 7 a.m. – 9 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Progo No.15, Citarum,
Bandung, West Java 40115
Instagram:

sejiwacoffee
Let us guide you there!

Courtesy of
instagram/bersama.temanlama

Teman
Lama
Nice coffee and pastry, a good place to hang and
chill out. Sejiwa Coffee is a small coffee shop that
is very simplistic and homey. The place is also
instagrammable with the unique interior design.
Located in the middle of the city, It offers various
coffee and cakes. Quite spacious if you need a place
for co working or just sitting down for a coffee.
Bandung is full of coffee shops, but this is one of the
good ones. Sejiwa has loads of potential to be
a great place for coffee, nongkrong and some
snacks.

Open Daily 9 a.m. – 9 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Bima No.80, Arjuna,
Bandung, West Java 40172
Instagram:

bersama.temanlama
Let us guide you there!

Courtesy of
instagram/spadacoffee

Spadaa
Koffie
Open Daily 7 a.m. – 10 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Ternate No.5, Citarum,
Bandung, West Java 40115
Instagram:

spadacoffee
Let us guide you there!

Caffeine & Bites

Teman Lama is one such place where the insides
have been stripped out and replaced with a modern
fit out while keeping the original structure. It looks
great! The food here is quite simple, but also very
good. The Nasi Bakar Kencur was excellent — lots of
bumbu, crispy chicken and tempe. There are plenty
of places to open your laptop and the chairs are
comfortable enough to sit at for a few hours. Just
make sure you have enough battery as the electricity
sockets are limited.

Courtesy of
instagram/twocents_coffee

Two
Cents
Very beautiful coffee shop. Located in Ternate 5
street, Bandung, there’s a big tree in the middle of
the area, the coffee was good too and inexpensive.
All the spots were good for hanging out with family
and friends. The place is small, but cozy. There are
indoor and outdoor areas. Outdoor areas are on the
2nd level and some are under the tree. If you need
to get work done, the wifi is fast enough. There are
also plenty of power points if you need them as well.
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Open Daily 7 a.m. – 11 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Cimanuk No.2, Citarum,
Bandung, West Java 40115
Instagram:

twocents_coffee
Let us guide you there!

The staff is friendly, the atmosphere is great, good
music, amazing food and the best coffee - all in all
we couldn’t recommend this place more! Located in
Cimanuk 2 street, a nice place to hang out with warm
and homey ambiance, combined with great coffee
drinks, nice meals and pastries/cakes make this
place, without a doubt, one of the best coffee shops
in Bandung. Delicious foodie, beautiful presentation,
good coffee, cozy ambience, strategic location,
parking area is not too small, responsive staff, free
wifi is available here.
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Courtesy of
instagram/jkt_coffee

Two
Hands
Full
Open Daily 8 a.m. – 8 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Ir. H. Juanda No.113,
Bandung, West Java 40132
Instagram:

thfcoffee
Let us guide you there!

Courtesy of
instagram/wheelscoffeeroasters

Wheels
Coffee Roaster
Food and coffee, both are good. Come early to get
a good breakfast and nice atmosphere at Two Hands
Full. Located at Juanda street no 113, great local
roaster that understands coffee and can actually
make a very decent flat white. The place is super
awesome in terms of design, it does have a very
little sign which is drowned by the big ray white
sign above it, but once you find it, it’s easy. Not too
crowded, good design interior, good music and
friendly staff will definitely make me come back.
Best place for everyone who likes quiet coffee shops.
Especially in the morning!

Open Daily 7:30 a.m. – 9 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Prof. Eyckman No.32, Pasteur,
Bandung, West Java 40161
Instagram:

wheelscoffeeroasters
Let us guide you there!

Courtesy of
instagram/explorebandung

Warung Kopi
Purnama
Open Daily 6:30 a.m. – 10 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Alkateri No.22, Braga,
Bandung, West Java 40111
Instagram:

warungkopipurnama
Let us guide you there!

Caffeine & Bites

Wheels Coffee Roaster located on Jalan Eyckman,
Bandung. This coffee shop only serves coffee. No
tea. No food. It’s for serious coffee lovers and those
wanting to learn more about coffee. The coffee
beans option were from local and international to
be chosen for manual brew. The food menu was
great - from the selection to the taste. One of the
best coffee shops in town. The facade is interesting
and like a modern coffee shop. The interior design is
warm, detailed and gives you a calm ambiance.

Courtesy of
instagram/yumajucoffee

Yumaju
Coffee
This culinary spot preserves a long story across more
than one generation. Located in Alkateri street no.
22, Bandung, the Chinese family who conducts the
shop keeps the taste and the environment in serving
the menu. Hot coffee with milk is a must try, it’s
aromatic and indulging. Their specialty srikaya toast
(toast with custard apple jam) is a must try as well.
The classic ambience is very strong since the building
is in the same condition with the past. The old
photos, color tone and wooden windows are great
classic instruments that make you feel like home.
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Open Daily 7 a.m. – 10 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Maulana Yusuf No.10, Citarum,
Bandung, West Java 40115
Instagram:

yumajucoffee
Let us guide you there!

Yumaju is not a newcomer to coffee culture in
Bandung. Its first branch on Jl. Maulana Yusuf has
become the main destination for many coffee fans in
Bandung. Recently Yumaju opened its second branch
on Jl. Manado, Bandung. The difference is, if Yumaju 1
has more seating areas in the indoor area, Yumaju 2
‘sells’ a cool atmosphere typical of coffee in Bandung
in its outdoor area. Open every morning from 7 a.m.
(during the fasting month Yumaju 2 opens at 9 a.m.),
this place is indeed the most suitable for sunbathing
enjoying the morning sun under shady trees. Yumaju
2 does not serve heavy meals, but the croissant
options are definitely worth trying. As for the quality
of the coffee itself, there’s no need to doubt it.
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A glass of cocktail

After
Hours
Bandung is not only popular for its mesmerizing nature, but
also for its vast cuisine. There are a lot of legendary culinary
destinations, old-school street cuisines in Bandung that have
opened since forever. Some places offer their specialties only
during the evening, and some open for 24 hours.
Bandung is kept alive all day and night by hip, buzzing bars.
Some offer cocktails in classy settings, while others feature
breathtaking views. Here are things you can do in Bandung at
night. Whether cozying up in front of Bandung sparkling city
light or dancing the night off at the clubs, the night is yours.
Discover the best bars in Bandung, Indonesia, you can have
great experiences at these places, or maybe even make
a couple of new friends.
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Bianc
Public
House
Open Daily 5 p.m. – 12 a.m.
Address:

JL. Setraland No.8,
Bandung, West Java
Instagram:

biancpublichouse
Let us guide you there!

Fabrik
Eatery
& Bar
Open Daily 2 p.m. – 2 a.m.
Address:

Jl. Laks LLRE Martadinata No.107,
Bandung, West Java, 40114
Instagram:

fabrikeatery
Let us guide you there!

After Hours
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Courtesy of
instagram/biancpublichouse

After Hours

Courtesy of
www.traveloka.com

Kiri
Social Bar
Bandung is never a boring city, even after the dark.
The city keeps on bustling at night through its hip
bars and beerhouses. Bandung is kept alive all day
and night by hip, buzzing bars. Some offer cocktails
in classy settings, while others feature breathtaking
views. One of the latest bars is Bianc Public House,
located in Setra Wangi street Setra Land No.8, this
place is latin inspired public house, adorned with
craftsmanship and contemporary touch. The Bar
serves a wide range of affordable dishes and drinks.
This is definitely a great place to hang out and relax
with your buddies.

Open Daily 10 p.m. – 2 a.m.
Address:

Jl. Sumur Bandung No.14,
Bandung, West Java 40132
Instagram:

kiri.socialbar
Let us guide you there!

Courtesy of
instagram/fabrikeatery

Located in Sumur street no.14. The bar comes with
a modern-minimalist interior concept with a touch
of the rustic theme. It is a very convenient place to
have drinks with your friends or family. KIRI offers
an array of interesting cocktails as well as choices of
beer. This place also holds music events regularly.
Come here for drinks, dinner, or even lunch. KIRI
Social Bar provides things you will love about
Bandung. With most of the seats placed outdoors,
you could not hate a single thing about this place’s
atmosphere. A certified go-to-bar when you hit
Bandung every time.

Courtesy of
instagram/littlecollins.bdg

Little
Collins
Courtesy Photo by
www.urbanouteaters.com

Good food, good ambience, cheap drinks, great
music. Now you know when you got nothing to do
on the weekend. Location is easy, located in R.E.
Martadinata street No.107, Cihapit, Bandung this is
a nice place to hang out and have beers with your
friends. Fabrik also plays good music and sometimes
even holds music performances or DJ nights. This
place charmed by its vintage-style interior, equipped
with classic furniture and simple ornaments. This
place serves Western, Asia, and Indonesian food.
For alcoholic people, this cafe serves some booze at
a reasonable price. Good to try!
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Open Daily 12 p.m. – 11 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Sumatera No.5-7, Braga,
Bandung, West Java 40111
Instagram:

littlecollins.bdg
Let us guide you there!

Located at Jalan Sumatera, Little Collins introduced
itself as a first of its kind which is a Kitchen &
Tropical Bar. Another hangout place with tropical
vibe this place offer relax atmosphere with the touch
of greenery as it is equipped with small trees and
plants. Your relaxed hangout will also even worth
it, because Little Collins is equipped with cute and
colorful bean bags. For foods & drinks was not too
pricey, you can trust the taste with its quite wide
selections. Few of the must eat dishes here are Dory
Dabu-Dabu, Nasi Ayam Sambal Matah, and Grilled
Tenderloin.
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Courtesy of
www.thebestinforeview.blogspot.com

Address:

Jl. Sersan Bajuri No 72, Lembang,
West Bandung, West Java
Website:

www.majagroup.co.id
Let us guide you there!

Nyonya
Manis
Drinking Club
Open Daily 7 p.m. – 2 a.m.
Address:

Jl. Braga No 31, Bandung,
West Java 40111
Instagram:

nyonyamanis.drinkingclub
Let us guide you there!

Courtesy of
www.traveloka.com

Verde
Bandung

Maja
House
Open Daily 11 a.m. – 3 a.m.

After Hours

Hailed as one of the sickest rooftop destinations in
Bandung, Maja House located around 30 minutes
from Jalan Asia Afrika at the city centre. This bar
serves a wide range of affordable dishes and drinks.
Pan-fried salmon and American short ribs are two of
more popular selections here. Choose to sit indoors
where it’s cooler or pick a spot outside where
you get unrivalled views of the scenic Bandung
landscape. And of course, one thing you shouldn’t
miss is the spectacular sunset view on the Lembang
hills! You can enjoy a splendid view of the city while
you’re having your meal.

Open Daily 4 p.m. – 2 a.m.
Address:

Jl. Ir. H. Juanda No.177,
Bandung, West Java 40132
Instagram:

verderestolounge
Let us guide you there!

Courtesy of
instagram/nyonyamanis.drinkingclub

If you’re fancy for some great cocktails, Verde is
a place to go to. The place offers some inventive
cocktails as well as your favorites classic ones. Enjoy
your drink with an array of local and international
cuisine. As a lounge, Verde also comes with a
convivial concept with a touch of rustic theme
interior. Great modern place to drop in for dinner or
drinks, Verde lounge is a good choice for spending
your saturday night! You can check its official
Instagram account for its hip music performances
schedules.

Courtesy of
instagram/vesper_sky_bar

Vesper Sky
Bar & Lounge
The cool mountain air of Bandung is the perfect
place to enjoy an ice-cold beer or a fun cocktail.
Many travellers head down to enjoy the cooler
weather and fresher winds during long weekends
and other holidays. This has led to many bars
opening up in the city that are great for enjoying
with friends. Located in the heart of Bandung, Braga
street no.31-33. Nyonya Manis welcomes you to
have the best moment for any kind of celebrations.
From party to bridal shower, From live music to DJ
Set. We have it all for you.
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Open Daily 11 a.m. – 11 p.m.
Address:

De Paviljoen Bandung, Lantai 12,
Jl. R.E. Martadinata No. 68, Bandung
Instagram:

vesper_sky_bar
Let us guide you there!

Located in the heart of Riau Shopping District, this
place boasts its unobstructed city view from the
12th floor. Vesper sky bar & lounge offers a cozy,
light and airy venue for taking-in the Bandung night
views. Vesper serving beers, wine and cocktails
complemented with tapas and grilled food, indulge
an inviting setting for good music and food. Vesper
Sky Bar & Lounge is also famous for its musical
events that vary every day. Coming here on Friday
or Saturday night is the right choice for those of you
who want to unwind after a week of work.
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A wide selection of Sundanese foods

Eatery
Looking for local eatery experience cuisine? or just going
out with friends over the weekend? Or you’re a foodie
looking to try something new? If you are not familiar with
the culinary capital of West Java, then this is the guide for
you. In Bandung, a meal is never just a meal. From spaces
featuring on-site art galleries to panoramic views of the
area’s hills, the best restaurants in Bandung offer more
than just food on the menu.
Whether you’re in for luscious, traditional Sundanese
cuisine or some European classics, get ready to eat in
a tent on a picturesque hill, wooden ship or inside
a pool in Bandung’s best restaurants. Well, these
Bandung hangout places have the most unique
concept to offer. If you visit Bandung city, you can
have great experience at these places, or maybe even
make a couple of new friends.
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Courtesy of
instagram/patisserieambrogio

Ambrogio
Patisserie
Open Daily 7 a.m. – 10 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Banda No.22/26, Citarum,
Bandung, West Java 40115
Instagram:

patisserieambrogio
Let us guide you there!

This place is located at Banda Street in front of
Saparua Sports Arena. It has an industrial concept
for the interior and has a large enough outdoor area
that makes this place very interesting and cozy. You
can choose to sit inside or outside with a unique
view and take a picture with a beautiful garden
setting. Serving Indonesian as well as western food
from fish to ribs and steaks. Coffee, Gelato and
macarons all display at the front end. Good food
with an affordable price! If you want to enjoy the
place, try not to come in peak hours.

Chapter Two :
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Bandoengsche
Melk
Centrale
Open Daily 8 a.m. – 10 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Aceh No.30, Babakan Ciamis,
Bandung, West Java 40117
Contact:

(022) 4204595
Let us guide you there!

Courtesy of
instagram/atmospherecafe

Atmosphere
Bandung
Open Daily 10 a.m. – 9 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Lengkong Besar No.97, Paledang,
Bandung, West Java 40261
Instagram:

atmospherecafe
Let us guide you there!

Eatery

Courtesy of
www.ridwanderful.com

Courtesy Photo by
instagram/bmcresto

Bandoengsche Melk Centrale (BMC) came all the
way since 1928 and became the country’s first and
foremost milk producer – starting from the Dutch
colonial era, imperial Japanese, and now privatized
by Indonesian government. Located in Jalan Aceh
no. 30, this is a very unique cafe, a good place for
you who loves milk because they serve fresh milk
both hot and cold. This place is well known from
generation to generation, old and young come and
taste every offered menu. Worth to try while you are
in Bandung!

Courtesy of
instagram/bellevue24hrs

Belle Vue
Elevate
Located in the heart of Bandung, Atmosphere
Resort Cafe offers a wide range of finest European,
Indonesian and Asian cuisines. The interior design
is comfortable and stylish, adapted from Balinese
& extends with cozy ambience of polished woods,
Gazebos & various watercress around the ponds,
which give beautiful views and natural nuances.
Specialities in Iga Sapi Bakar Rica (Grilled Beef Ribs
in spicy sauce) and Wagyu Beef in rich gravy sauce,
served with mixed vegetables and pomme gratin.
For beverages there are various mixes of coffee or
tea, mocktails and juices. Best place for relaxation &
gathering with family or friends!
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Open Daily 11 a.m. – 12 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Dr. Setiabudi No.376, Ledeng,
Bandung, West Java 40143
Instagram:

bellevue24hrs
Let us guide you there!

Enjoy the romantic atmosphere of this restaurant
through its hallways decorated with crystal lamps
and views of the hills and swimming pool. Carrying a
Victorian design with an indoor area with the concept
of fine dining and outdoor with a casual dining
concept, making the guests of this restaurant feel like
they are in Europe. In accordance with the name that
was carried, the menus served by this restaurant with
40 bar stores are Italian and French menus. Belle Vue
Rooftop Cafe is open 24 Hours, this is the one & only
in Bandung. A must visit hang out place in Bandung!
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Courtesy of
instagram/bragapermaibandung

Address:

Jl. Braga No.58, Braga,
Bandung, West Java 40111
Instagram:

bragapermaibandung
Let us guide you there!

Congo
Gallery &
Cafe
Open Daily 9 a.m. – 11 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Ranca Kendal Luhur No.8 Dago,
Bandung, West Java 40191
Instagram:

congogallery
Let us guide you there!

Courtesy of
www.dusunbambu.id

Dusun
Bambu

Braga
Permai
Open Daily 8 a.m. – 9 p.m.

Eatery

Established in 1923, this place offers an elegant
colonial appearance through its architecture, interior
design and antique kitchen, this attraction that makes
this restaurant many visitors both from within the
country and foreign tourists. The menu offered is
quite diverse, such as fried rice, angel hair pasta,
crispy duck noodle, wagyu steak, and t-bone steak.
This restaurant was originally an ice cream shop, the
iconic one is ice cream with various flavors, as well as
various Dutch-style pastries, such as: ananas geap,
ontbijtkoek, tompoesjes, booterstaf, almond speculaas,
and many more. yet another with an authentic taste
that still survives from the colonial era until now.

Open Daily 9 a.m. – 9 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Kol. Masturi KM 11, Kertawangi,
West Bandung, West Java 40551
Website:

www.dusunbambu.id
Let us guide you there!

Courtesy of
instagram/congogallery

Connect with nature at Dusun Bambu Leisure Park,
a place where you will get to enjoy some relaxing
time with your loved ones. Situated at the foot of the
Burangrang Mountain, Dusun Bambu Leisure Park
offers a wide variety of educational and recreational
activities as well as entertainment. Dusun Bambu
Leisure Park in Lembang, Bandung, makes an ideal
attraction for travellers who are on a vacation in
Bandung with family or a group of friends. Enjoy as
much outdoor activities as you can while you are
in Dusun Bambu while experiencing nature, take
pleasure in its fresh cooling air and pleasant views of
the vast greeneries surrounding this park.

Courtesy of
www.travelingyuk.com

Feast
Restaurant
Congo Gallery & Resto is well-designed with solid
wood concept, a perfect dining place for family
with children, couples, and friends gathering. This
wonderful place takes out of the city into a fairytale
setting. The interior is full of wood, very artistic and
futuristic. You can enjoy the high quality of dishes
with fresh atmosphere of Upper Dago. These places
are good for you who want to find a perfect dating
place, especially at night. Besides the cafe, they also
have a wood gallery to display authentic woods
furniture. People say this cafe is the most romantic
cafe in Bandung.
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Open Daily 6:30 a.m. – 9 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Ir. H Juanda no. 390 ,
Bandung, West Java 40135
Instagram:

sheratonbandung
Let us guide you there!

It is not without reason that the Qraved website
places Feast, Sheraton as the coolest restaurant
in Bandung. With a capacity of 140 people, Feast
Restaurant offers a warm and relaxing atmosphere
with a location directly facing the swimming pool.
The guests who come here can not only dine, but
also have the opportunity to see the chefs perform
their cooking skills openly. Various cuisines from all
over the world can be found at Feast, Sheraton, but
the guests’ favorite is still Sundanese specialties,
such as tutug oncom rice, grilled soybean rice
wrapped in banana leaves, and others.
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Eatery

Courtesy of
instagram/mangengkingkopobandung

Courtesy of
www.lomography.com

Gubug Mang
Engking
Open Daily 8 a.m. – 9 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Kopo Bihbul No.45, Sayati,
Bandung, West Java 40228
Instagram:

mangengkingkopobandung
Let us guide you there!
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Courtesy of
www.tripadvisor.co.id

Kafe
Hanara
Gubug Makan Mang Engking is one of the most
interesting restaurants that you should visit during
your Bandung vacation. Located in Jalan Kopo Bihbul
No.45 Bandung. This traditional restaurant has risen
to prominence for the last couple of years due to
the unique concepts and architecture, and also the
wonderfully delicious foods. The dining place comes
in the shape of saung or traditional Sundanese
relaxing place. Most of the menus are seafood
which is served with various flavors and Indonesian
traditional sauces. The price range varies from
Rp 5.000 to Rp 95.000. in fact, this is one of the best
traditional seafood restaurants in Bandung.

Open Daily 8 a.m. – 9 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Gatot Subroto No.68,
Bandung, West Java 40263
Web:

www.hanarawellbeing.com
Let us guide you there!

Courtesy of
instagram/hummingbird_eatery

Hummingbird
Eatery
Open Daily 8 a.m. – 9 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Progo No.14, Citarum,
Bandung, West Java 40115
Instagram:

hummingbird_eatery
Let us guide you there!

Eatery

Whether you’re meat-free or prefer to stay
plant-based, Bandung actually has some veganfriendly restaurants you may visit. One of them is
Kafe Hanara, this hangout place is a paradise for
vegetarians. There are 2 types of food, which can
be ordered at this Hanara Café, which is made from
vegetables and grains. The food prices at Hanara
Café are also affordable, ranging from IDR 26,000
to IDR 70,000. As for the drinks, there are several
fresh menus that you can try, such as coffee, tea,
juice to mix juices.

Courtesy of
instagram/kampungdaun

Kampung
Daun
Located at Jl. Progo No. 14. this place offer you the
luxurious taste of food and beverages. As a tourist
attraction in Bandung, HummingBird offers a unique
concept for every visitor. This place is divided
into two, HummingBird Eatery and GuestHouse
HummingBird. As one of the popular cafes in
Bandung, Hummingbird has a comfortable place,
a large parking area and reliable wifi connectivity.
No wonder many young people or families choose
to eat here. Overall The Hummingbird are one of the
favorite place to relax in Bandung, it has the perfect
combination of amazing food and a chilled out
atmosphere, Try the cakes, you will love it!
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Open Daily 11 a.m. – 8 p.m.
Address:

JI. Sersan Bajuri KM. 4,7 No. 88 RR1
Lembang - West Bandung, West Java
Instagram:

kampungdaun
Let us guide you there!

Kampung Daun is a restaurant that offers its own
private hut giving a sense of privacy and intimacy
with an amazing view of natural surroundings.
Each hut is made from natural materials, set up in
a rainforest setting together with running streams
of waterfall which give a calm and relaxing feeling
for visitors. In each hut, Kampung Daun provided
“Kentongan” (aka wooden slit drum) for visitors to
call the waitress. This is a place where you can
enjoy your Indonesian meals and also buy souvenirs
afterwards.
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Kehidupan
Tidak Pernah
Berakhir
Open Daily 7 a.m. – 8 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Pajajaran No.63, Pasir Kaliki,
Bandung, West Java 40171
Instagram:

ktpbofficial
Let us guide you there!

Eatery
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Courtesy of
www.pergikuliner.com

Courtesy of
www.maxisresto.id

Maxi's
Resto
This is the place to go in Bandung if you are
a vegetable lover and you do not mind a little hustle
and bustle. Located in Pajajaran street no.63, all
the things served here are made from vegetables,
even when you encounter beef rendang or shrimp
tempura, they are all made from veggies! And these
foods are so cheap even for a student budget. The
price is quite affordable, starting from around IDR
7,000 per side dish, so you can eat healthy food at
a low price.

Open Daily 8 a.m. – 8 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Gunung Agung No.8, Ciumbuleuit,
Bandung, West Java 40143
Web:

www.maxisresto.id
Let us guide you there!

Courtesy of
www.creativespace.lawangwangi.com

Address:

Jl. Petitenget No 8, Seminyak, Badung,
Bali 80361
Instagram:

www.creativespace.lawangwangi.com
Let us guide you there!

Looking for a romantic place for your loved
ones? Maxi’s Resto can be the right place. The
pleasing outdoor and the endless greenery from
the restaurant can also soothe your mind and let
you enjoy some romantic time with your partner.
Foodwise, Maxi serves up some of the best Goulash
Soups Chicken and Chicken Valdostana in the city –
both recommended dishes that you absolutely must
try while you’re here!Couples will love the alluring
scenery and ambience here that will make your trip
even more special!

Courtesy of
instagram/missbee_providore

Missbee
Providore

Lawangwangi
Open Tue - Sun, 10 a.m. – 10 p.m.

Eatery

Lawangwangi is a hip place located in Dago with
breezy cool weather and creative arts everywhere
making this one is worth a visit. This place is heaven
for any instagrammer. It’s an art gallery with a cafe
inside, an architecturally designed glass box on
a hillside with great views and a pretty decently
priced assortment of food. Provide a wide variety of
cocktails and wine, ask them if you’re interested! The
best time you should visit is at 5 to 6 pm, because
you could see the sunset from here, and if you’re
lucky, you could see the rainbow!
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Open Daily 11 a.m. – 9 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Rancabentang No.11A,
Bandung, West Java 40142
Instagram:

missbee_providore
Let us guide you there!

Miss Bee Providore located in Ciumbuleuit area
Bandung, this place is really spacious consisting of two
buildings, glass greenhouse look a like building, the
main building that resembles a homy house and also
extensive garden in front. Children will totally have a
good time with its spacious outdoor area and toy they
can have fun running and playing around. There’s also a
vintage shop inside Miss Bee which sells from cookies to
a vintage chair. They even have cute fluffy rabbits with
rabbit holes built specially for it. Miss Bee has quite
a lot of food selection from Asian to Western such
as rice, noodles, steak, soup, bite size snacks, salad,
pizza, etc with price range from IDR 29.5k to IDR 147k.
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Aerial view of Pinisi Resto

The Wind
Chime by
Chef Felix

Pinisi
Resto
Open Daily 9 a.m. – 5 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Situ Patengan, Rancabali,
Bandung, West Java 40973
Web:

www.pinisicamprancabali.com
Let us guide you there!

Bandung is a city with endless choices of interesting
holiday destinations for its visitors. Ever heard of
Legok Kondang’s Pinisi Resto? The Pinisi Resto is on
a giant ship docked beside the lake and surrounded
with gorgeous mountain views. One of the most
unforgettable dining experiences ever. Serving up
a BBQ feast, Pinisi Resto is a great place to bond with
the family while feasting and playing as pirates! Pinisi
Resto is located in the family glamping site Legok
Kondang, do call ahead to make a reservation if
you’d like to dine here.

Open Daily 11 a.m. – 10 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Arjuna No.63a, Arjuna,
Bandung, West Java 40172
Instagram:

windchimerestaurant
Let us guide you there!

Courtesy of
www.hilton.com

Purnawarman
Restaurant
Open Daily 6:30 a.m. – 10 p.m.
Address:

Jl. HOS Tjokroaminoto No.41-43,
Arjuna, Bandung, West Java 40172
Web:

www.hilton.com
Let us guide you there!

Eatery

Courtesy of
instagram/windchimerestaurant

Everything that comes out of the Chef Felix’s kitchen
has been carefully prepared by this hard-working
chef and his team. Over the years Felix has trained
and worked in top kitchens all over the world – from
Singapore to Kuala Lumpur, the Caribbean, the USA
and Australia. Back in Bandung for two years now, he
also commits his time and energy to training up-andcoming Indonesian chefs in French-style techniques.
Located in Jalan Arjuna No. 63A, Pajajaran, Cicendo,
The place is small but big enough for people to come,
sit and talk. Food is a home-cooked style with not too
much variety. But it’s really fine. Steak and duck confit
are recommended.

Courtesy of
Lutfi Dananjaya/Travelingyuk

Tizi
Restaurant
It’s like escaping to somewhere private in the middle
of the town. You can have a meaningful moment
here with your loved ones. A huge restaurant with so
many food options. Nice ambience, comfort chairs
and the most important thing is wonderful coffee.
Go directly to the coffee bar, for the excellent
cappuccino and caramel macchiato and pair it with
their croissant, it going to be your best breakfast
ever Located in HOS Tjokroaminoto street no. 41-43
Hilton Hotel Bandung, they do have good service and
communication. really worthy.
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Open Daily 11 a.m. – 10:30 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Kidang Pananjung No.3, Dago,
Bandung, West Java 40135
Instagram:

tizi_restaurant
Let us guide you there!

Established more than 40 years, The acronym of Tizi
is Roti Bergizi means bread with high protein and Tizi
famous for its bread and pastry, but nowadays there
are many bread and pastry shops, so Tizi changed
to western restaurant. This restaurant brings the
taste of originality and deliciousness to Indonesian
taste buds. The location not far from Simpang Dago
makes this place easy to find, the athmosphere is
so homey makes you feels like home. Used to be
a popular steak place in Bandung. Now they are
popular for their dutch pastries and scashlick. Still
popular among the tourists.
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Cooking process in a food stall

The
Authentic
Taste
Bandung, as one of the famous destinations in Indonesia,
especially in Java Island, is well-known for its various
culinary experiences. You will enjoy the most delicious
taste, once felt quite peculiar, from the simplest cuisine
made only in a few ingredients. The most authentic
Bandung culinary is Sundanese Food. Spread from the
most modest food stall to fancy restaurants. The high
demand of rice in Indonesia makes this country so rich in
rice cuisine, including Sundanese ones.
Located only two hours from Jakarta, Bandung has long
been a favourite for city-dwellers to take a refreshing
break while enjoying the culinary adventures on offer.
In recent years. Once a centre for the Dutch colonies,
Bandung is still using its well-preserved historic buildings
to attract visitors. With a cooler climate compared than
the capital city, Bandung needs to be on everyone’s list
for an exciting culinary journey. Come join us in the
heavenly taste of Bandung
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The Authentic Taste

Courtesy of
instagram/janekarmendra

Batagor
Kingsley

Cibadak
Street
Cibadak Street Culinary at night

Open Wed - Mon, 8 a.m. – 8 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Veteran No.25, Kb. Pisang,
Bandung, West Java 40112
Web:

www.batagorkingsley.id
Let us guide you there!

Batagor and Siomay Kingsley located at Veteran
Street No.25 Bandung. This stall was built in 1982,
but at that time it was presented as Mie, with the
name of Mie Kingsley. But it is now more famous
for its batagor and siomay preparations. Batagor
Kingsley has a reputation for serving some of the
best batagor in Bandung. You can have it either in
a soup or served dry with a sweet-savory peanut
sauce. The term batagor is an abbreviation for
bakso tahu goreng which translates to “fried tofu
meatballs’’.

Courtesy of
instagram/dad_dish

Address:

Jl. Kebon Jati No.187,
Bandung, West Java 40181
Instagram:

buburayamgibbas
Let us guide you there!

Address:

Jl. Serayu No.2, Cihapit,
Bandung, West Java 40114
Instagram:

cuankiserayuno.2
Let us guide you there!

When you go to Bandung, don’t forget to visit
Cibadak street. You will find tons of street food,
from Indonesian food to Chinese food, with a very
reasonable price and good taste. A street full of nice
good Food in both sides of the street, a nice and cozy
atmosphere of Chinese Peranakan neighborhood.
Here you can eat good food, also take a selfie and
relax. It’s a must come place if you visit Bandung,
you can try all types of food here and it is where you
can blend in with locals and enjoy the authentic food
in Bandung.

Courtesy of
instagram/willgoz

Courtesy of
instagram/rakilalps

Cuanki
Serayu

Bubur
Ayam Gibbas
Open Daily 5.30 a.m. – 11.30 a.m. and
4 p.m. – 11.30 p.m.

Open Daily 5 p.m. – 11 p.m.

Bubur ayam is the Indonesian version of chicken
congee, a thick rice porridge topped with shredded
chicken and various savory condiments. Originates
from the Chinese rice porridge, but it employs
regionally available ingredients and toppings to create
an authentic Indonesian dish. One of the best street
food in Bandung that sells Chicken Porridge is Bubur
Ayam Gibbas. Located on Jalan Kebon Jati no. 187,
Kebon Jeruk, Andir, Bandung City, Bubur Gibbas is
always packed with visitors from inside the city and
outside the city. This place is famous for its very many
shredded fried chicken, even if you order 1 portion
of chicken porridge here you will get one bowl of
porridge and one bowl of shredded chicken.
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Open Daily 11 a.m. – 7 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Serayu No.2, Cihapit,
Bandung, West Java 40114
Instagram:

cuankiserayuno.2
Let us guide you there!

Bakso a.k.a the meatballs is the springy beef as big
as a golf ball or bigger that is mostly made from
minced beef with flour. Located in Serayu street
No.2. Bakso Cuanki Serayu is one of the most
meatballs in the city and provides cuanki meatballs
(meatball, boiled tofu, fried wonton, fried tofu, fried
meatball) and batagor menu. Opened at 11 am,
Cuanki Serayu is always crowded at lunchtime. Its
savory soup is made from fish bone broth. Order
cuanki directly in front of the pushcart and take
a tablespoon. You can enjoy a bowl of savory
Cuanki Serayu starting from Rp 15.000.
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Dapoer
Pandan
Wangi
Open Daily 10 a.m. – 10 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Patuha No.38,
Bandung, West Java 40263
Instagram:

dapoerpandanwangi
Let us guide you there!

The Authentic Taste

Courtesy of
instagram/dapoerpandanwangi

Courtesy of
instagram/lucky_aditya

Pandan Wangi is one of the good taste resto in
Bandung. The restaurant has different areas to sit,
either at large round tables near the entrance or
small or large solid wood tables in the main part of
the restaurant or cross-legged at a low table beside
the koi pond. Great Sundanese food resto. It’s very
recommended to get their Terong Raos (Eggplant
fried with Raos sauce). You can also try their Nasi
Ungkep and Nasi Timbel. All were good. If you come
during the holiday season, you might want to make
a reservation ahead.

Courtesy of
instagram/bullymybelly_

Dapur
Dahapati
Address:

Jl. Cipaganti No.146, Cipaganti,
Bandung, West Java 40131
Instagram:

dapurdahapati
Let us guide you there!

The Authentic Taste

Iga Bakar
Si Jangkung

Courtesy of
instagram/biteandbrew

Open Daily 9 a.m. – 10 p.m.

Chapter Two :
Indulging Sensories

For local Bandung cuisine, this is a must go to
place. This restaurant is located on Cipaganti Road
opposite the Pertamina petrol station and you
need to keep your eyes open otherwise you might
easily drive past it. It is located in an old unattractive
bungalow with basic chairs and tables and with trees
and a very busy road outside. However, this place is
popular and quite famous. The Sop Buntut at Dapur
Dahapati is very recomended, the beef is very tender
and the portions are very generous with lots of
carrots and potatoes.
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Open Daily 12 p.m. – 10 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Cipaganti No.75G, Pasteur,
Bandung, West Java 40161
Instagram:

iga_bakar_si_jangkung
Let us guide you there!

Kedai
Mamah
Eha
Open Daily 7 a.m. – 10 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Diponegoro No.3A, Citarum,
Bandung, West Java 40115
Instagram:

kedaimamaheha
Let us guide you there!

This place is definitely one of the best iga bakar in
Bandung! Located in Cipaganti Street, Iga Bakar Si
Jangkung is easily located. From South of Cipaganti,
before the great mosque of Cipaganti, you can
see the restaurant on the left. This place offers
affordable food with great taste. They have stalls
spread over the Bandung area so it is quite easy to
find their places. Cooked with herbs and fruit with
soy sauce, the ribs tasted very good. Juicy and rich
with taste. Price is affordable.

Courtesy of
instagram/kedaimamaheha

If you are looking for a cheap place with filling
portions, Kedai Mamah Eha has been one of the
well-known shops in Bandung since 2010. Located
in the center of Bandung, right on Jl. Diponegoro No.
3A Bandung. This shop is open from 07.00 - 05.00.
The interesting thing about this restaurant is that
you can choose the chili sauce you want. There are
three chili sauces available here, Sambel Mamah
Eha, Sambel Hijau and Sambel Merah. Make sure
you visit this restaurant during your Bandung trip
and taste the magnificent Sundanese delicacies.
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Kupat
Tahu
Gempol
Open Daily 6 a.m. – 12 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Gempol Kulon No.53, Citarum,
Bandung, West Java 40115
Contact:

+62813 2278 2653
Let us guide you there!

The Authentic Taste

Courtesy of
instagram/the.lucky.belly
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Courtesy ofy
instagram/williamwongso

The Authentic Taste

Courtesy of
www.anakjajan.com

Martabak
Andir
This cuisine is famous for culinary lovers in
bandung, Kupat Tahu Gempol is located near Jl H.
Juanda (dago bawah), not to far away from Sari
toko kue and Four Points hotel. What makes this
food so special is its peanut sauce which tastes so
great and soft when you taste it, it will taste perfect
with that pink krupuk (cracker) it is a must try while
you’re in bandung. The shop is separated into
2 - the outdoor kitchen and the dining area, which
are located across from one another. Surprisingly,
the dining area is pretty hip and comfortable with
music playing in the background.

Open Daily 3 a.m. – 11 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Jend. Sudirman No. 390, Ciroyom,
Bandung, West Java 40182
Instagram:

martabaknikmatandirnew
Let us guide you there!

Martabak Andir is a legendary culinary delicacy in
the city of Bandung. The taste of this martabak has
a taste that has never changed since the first place
where this martabak was opened. In terms of taste,
this sweet food does have a really delicious taste,
judging by the ingredients they use, the ingredients
used are of premium quality, and of course they
also pay attention to the cleanliness of the martabak
place. This martabak is called legendary, because
this martabak place has been open since 1975. Just
come to Jl. Jendral Sudirman No. 390, Bandung.

Courtesy of
instagram/foodgallerybdg

Courtesy of
Instagram/eatandtreats

Lontong Kari
Kebon Karet

Mie
Linggarjati
Courtesy Photo by
lontongkari_kebonkaret

Open Daily 7 a.m. – 7 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Otista Gg Kebon Karet no 28 /5c,
Bandung, West Java 40171
Instagram:

lontongkari_kebonkaret
Let us guide you there!

It is a hidden gem from an old time and has been
there for 50 years. A simple dish of rice pudding with
curry plus a bit of boiled eggs and shredded meat and
melinjo/emping/ gnetum gnemon crisp (vegetarian
can choose to have without meat). Located near
the train station and across from Guntur Hotel and
Arion Swiss BelHotel, this legendary lontong kari is
the best choice of your breakfast before doing an
adventure in the city. Contains cubes of beef, quail’s
eggs, fried soya beans and gravy. The gravy is quite
sweet and contains spices and coconut milk. Try
their Soto Bandung as well, an iconic dish of the city,
a light soup with cubes of beef, sliced turnip and fried
soy beans, enjoy it with steamed rice.
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Courtesy of
Instagram/foodgallerybdg

Open Daily 8 a.m. – 6.30 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Balonggede No.1, Balonggede,
Bandung, West Java 40251
Instagram:

mielinggarjati
Let us guide you there!

Located nearby Alun-alun in downtown Bandung.
This Restaurant serves a delicious Bakmie in town.
This is the place that you might want to visit when
you travel to Bandung, since their yamien (another
alias name that bandung uses for noodles) is so
good and also their ice avocado is super legit! This
place has offered authentic noodle & avocado juice
since long long time ago. The taste and quality
remain unchanged. Recommended while you are in
Bandung. Simply one of the best in Indonesia.
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Courtesy of
instagram/amandaakohar

The Authentic Taste

Courtesy of
instagram/nasibancakan.bdg

Mie
Naripan

Nasi
Bancakan
Courtesy Photo by
instagram/eatineraryid

Open Daily 7.30 a.m. – 10 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Naripan No.108, Kb. Pisang,
Bandung, West Java 40112
Instagram:

mienaripan
Let us guide you there!

If you’re looking for a classic in Bandung, Naripan is
the way to go. It offers noodles with meatballs and
wontons, classic Chinese noodles. Don’t forget the
fried meatballs. It’s usually packed during lunch time
and weekends. This noodle shop has been around
for a long time. One famous old noodle restaurant
in central Bandung. It tastes good with home-made
noodles. always full with visitors, especially during
meals. This restaurant is located at Jl. Naripan, an
old-style house which is painted in blue.

Courtesy of
instagram/separuhakulemak

Courtesy of
instagram/edw1nyang

Mie Rica
Kejaksaan
Open Daily 8 a.m. – 5 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Kejaksaan No.7, Braga,
Bandung, West Java 40111
Instagram:

miericakejaksaan
Let us guide you there!

Going to Bandung, you might be wondering
what and where to eat?? Well we’ve got a classic
recommendation, everyone’s favorite Mie Rica
Kejaksaan in Kejaksaan Street no.7 and Paskal Hyper
Square, Bandung. The humble eatery has two outlets
in Bandung at Kejaksaan street and Paskal Hyper
Square, opens at 8am - 2pm and they will open
again at 4.30pm - 8pm. Besides noodles, they also
have shrimp fried dumpling, shrimp fried meatball
which is also delicious. Recommended for spicy food
lovers, especially spicy noodle lovers. Great spicy
noodles in a family setting restaurant. A must try if
you happen to be in Bandung.
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Open Daily 10 a.m. – 10 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Trunojoyo No.62, Citarum,
Bandung, West Java 40115
Instagram:

nasibancakan.bdg
Let us guide you there!

Nasi
Goreng
Bistik
Open Daily 5 p.m. – 1 a.m.
Address:

Jl. Astana Anyar No. 218,
Bandung, West Java
Contact:

+62822 1694 0333
Let us guide you there!

A famous Sundanese food for the locals. Wide
variety of dishes to choose from with reasonable
price. The food was Sundanese food-buffet, with
some choice of meats, condiment gorengan, lalapan
(veggies), and desert. You can take the rice as much
as you can, also the drinks (hot tea) was free flow.
The cashier will count your bill based on the meats,
condiment, etc. that you take to your plate. You can
choose the normal chair sitting or the traditional
sitting without chair. Highly recommended if you
would like to experience the authentic Sundanese
food in Bandung!

Courtesy of
www.zomato.com

Courtesy of
instagram/gakenyangkenyang

Nasi Goreng Bistik AA is located right on Jalan Astana
Anyar 264, Bandung City. The name Astana Anyar
that this shop uses refers to the name of the street
that is the location for selling. Nasi Goreng Bistik,
is a combination of crispy chicken steak mixed
with delicious fried rice. The price of a portion of
food at the AA Steak Fried Rice stall is around Rp.
19 thousand - Rp. 22 thousand per portion. Very
commensurate with the taste and portion served.
Maybe this is the main reason customers keep
coming back to enjoy the food at this place.
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Courtesy of
instagram/duniakulinerbdg

Roti Bakar
Gempol
Open Daily 7 a.m. – 6 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Gempol Wetan No.14, Citarum,
Bandung, West Java 40115
Contact:

(022) 4239469
Let us guide you there!

Courtesy of
instagram/cnlulaby

Located ini Gempol Wetan street No 14-16, Bandung,
Roti Gempol has a unique taste even though it’s just
2 pieces of bread with beef, egg, cheese, chocolate,
condensed milk, or other filling and then it’s grilled,
It’s very good, how could it not be? They’ve been
making sandwiches since 1958. That’s about 40
years of experience making sandwiches. definitely
recommend a visit. For backpackers, this is a great
place to have breakfast. This little gem is quite hard
to find. So you will have “lost in a city” feeling.

Sambel
Hejo Natuna
Address:

Jl. Natuna No.29, Kb. Pisang,
Bandung, West Java 40112
Instagram:

sambelhejo_natuna
Let us guide you there!

Courtesy of
instagram/sanfoodgram

Sate DJ
Open Daily 3 p.m. – 9 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Jend. Sudirman No.276,
Bandung, West Java 40181
Instagram:

satedj276
Let us guide you there!

Courtesy of
instagram/sambelhejo_natuna

Open Daily 8 a.m. – 8 p.m.

The Authentic Taste

Starting from its name which uses the term ‘DJ’ which
stands for ‘Disc Jockey’, at first this satay was just an
ordinary satay which happened to be mostly loyal
customers working as a DJ / disc jockey at a nightclub
on Jalan Sudirman Bandung. So from that came the
term Sate DJ as we know it today. The secret recipe
for this satay is that before grilling the meat, it must
be soaked with the spicy savory spices typical of Sate
DJ until it sinks in, this is why every piece of Sate DJ
meat if eaten without any spices will taste delicious.

Courtesy of
instagram/bandungtrip

Courtesy of
instagram/ericekos

Sate
Hadori
A hidden gem of a restaurant for local Sundanese
food. The place is usually pretty crowded but we
always can find a table. Sambel Hejo Natuna is the
kind of place that opens at 10 and sold out at 4.
Sambel Hejo Natuna is one of the most iconic lunch
destination in Bandung, why? because it’s bloody
delicious and surprisingly affordable since the place
is always quite crowded. Sambel Hejo Natuna is a
restaurant that serves you by putting lots of food on
your table and you just pick whatever you want to
eat and pay for what you eat only, so it’s more like
a Nasi Padang restaurant type.
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Open Daily 10 a.m. – 11 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Stasion Selatan No.11-12,
Bandung, West Java 40181
Instagram:

satehadori
Let us guide you there!

This is a must stop if you take the train to go to
Bandung. Sate Hadori is located in front of the south
exit but you have to go through a rather wet and
muddy parking lot. Well if you know the quality of
sate Hadori then you wouldn’t mind going through
the parking lot. It is hidden in an alley beside the
main road and might be kinda hard to spot but once
you find it, you’ll be attracted by the smell of their
satay. Super tender and juicy lamb, beef and chicken
skewer, gulai kambing is also another must-try dish!
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Sate
Jando
Cimandiri
Open Daily 9 a.m. – 8 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Cimandiri, Gedung Sate,
Bandung, West Java
Instagram:

-

Let us guide you there!

Sate
Maulana
Yusuf
Open Daily 10 a.m. – 10 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Maulana Yusuf No.19, Citarum,
Bandung, West Java 40116
Contact:

(022) 4265065
Let us guide you there!

The Authentic Taste

Courtesy of
instagram/dprnnk
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Courtesy of
instagram/rizkihirotanaka

The Authentic Taste

Courtesy of
instagram/inezfooddiary

Sumber
Hidangan
Not a fancy restaurant or a restaurant complete
with air conditioning. Sate Jando Cimandiri is on the
sidewalk behind Gedung Sate. Precisely on Jalan
Cimandiri or in front of the Unpad Master of Applied
Economics building. Even only street food, there
are quite a lot of fans of this food. In fact, not a few
are willing to stand in line for a serving of jando
satay. The buyers are not only local residents, but
also tourists who have finished traveling around
Bandung. Different from satay in general, the dishes
at this street food stall are made from beef fat, aka
lard. You can mix this satay with chicken meat which
is no less delicious.

Open Mon - Sat, 9 a.m. – 3.30 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Braga No.20-22, Braga,
Bandung, West Java 40111
Contact:

(022) 4236638
Let us guide you there!

Courtesy of
instagram/bandung_eatery

Original taste from the past. Braga street is not only
rich with history of the past but nowadays it is so
popular among the locals and tourists as the center
of colonial architecture, culture, gastronomy, art
and street photography. Sumber Hidangan. One of
the oldest continuing bakeries in town (since 1929)
with its colonial building. Once you get here and
enter the bakery, you’ll ‘enter’ a time machine. It’s
recommended to come early, under 1pm or else
some of the menus are already sold out, also there
are special breads they make only at weekends. The
place might look outdated however the culinary is
marvelous, authentic taste of good old times.

Courtesy of
www.qraved.com

Surabi
Imut
For you who love meat a lot, you should try this
place. The satay is so good. There are beef, lamb,
and chicken satay. For those who don’t know satay,
it’s beef, lamb, or chicken put in a stick and roasted
with peanut sauce mix with soy sauce. Location is in
the center of the city (Dago bawah area, behind Four
Points hotel) and pricing is reasonable. You can find
Sate Maulana Yusuf in many food courts in Bandung,
such as Paskal Hyper Square and Riau Junction.
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Open Tue - Sun, 2 p.m. – 10 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Doktor Setiabudhi No.194,
Hegarmanah, Bandung, West Java
Contact:

(022) 2012180
Let us guide you there!

If you come to Bandung, don’t you ever miss this
place. Once you have a snack there, you will miss
it everyday. Very Recomended! located in Jalan
Setiabudhi, Bandung City. Here, you can order more
or less 45 surabi variants which consist of different
toppings. For sweet Surabi there are additional
toppings of milk, cheese, nuts, chocolate, and banana.
For salted surabi, there are mayo, cheese, egg
toppings and the like. Kedai Surabi Imut occupies
a simple building that is quite spacious, like the
terrace of a house. On the front, there is a banner
that says ‘Surabi Imut’ in a light green bandage.
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The Authentic Taste

Courtesy of
www.qraved.com

Courtesy of
instagram/Foody.id

Tahu Susu
Lembang
Open Daily 8 a.m. – 7 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Raya Lembang - Bandung No.177,
Bandung, West Java 40391
Instagram:

tahulembang
Let us guide you there!

Tahu Lembang is also known as Tahu Susu
Lembang and can be found on the right side of
the road as you leave Lembang town. Everything
is handmade and you can see each process of
making tofu which was very interesting with
several workers working at different stages of
the production. They have a drive-thru where we
usually buy boxes of hot freshly deep fried tofu
which is actually really delicious and very smooth.
On the side of the car park there is also a small
stand with some rabbits and an iguana lizard which
was interesting for the kids.

Courtesy of
instagram/oppakuliner

Toko You
Address:

Jl. Hasanudin No.12, Lebakgede,
Bandung, West Java 40132
Instagram:

tokoyou.bandung
Let us guide you there!

The Authentic Taste

Courtesy of
www.id.openrice.com

Courtesy of
instagram/nikkoilham

Warung
Lela

Courtesy of
instagram/rizkihirotanaka

Open Daily 7.30 a.m. – 11 p.m.

Chapter Two :
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Looking for a place to hangout while in Bandung?
Toko You is the best answer for you! A place with
a strong vintage atmosphere and opened in 1947.
Toko You Occupies a fairly traditional Javanese-style
Chinese building with an old-school interior concept.
This place is also enhanced by the concept of a
natural atmosphere. Toko You consists of several
shops, sells local food, comfort food, merchandise,
and more. Go early before lunch time since it might
get crowded at 12. Place your order before 11 pm.
And if you don’t feel like you’re having a fancy drink,
don’t order anything since they will give you a cup of
hot tea for FREE!
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Open Daily 8 a.m. – 9 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Kupa No.6, Cigadung,
Bandung, West Java 40135
Contact:

(022) 2501396
Let us guide you there!

Wedang
Ronde
Alkateri
Open Daily 6 p.m. – 10 p.m.
Address:

Jl. Alkateri No.01, Braga,
Bandung, West Java 40111
Instagram:

-

Let us guide you there!

Located in Kupa street, Cigadung. This is definitely
one of the most fun places to hang out and enjoy
a bowl of noodles. A homely atmosphere coupled
with serene views of the mountains makes you
want to come back as soon as you leave. The
homely feel, with a hodgepodge of antique and
not so antique furniture, paintings, and plants, are
no coincidence. The best seats are on the outside
terrace, where a nice breeze and singing birds
accompany the tranquil views of the green hills of
Dago and the blue mountains in the distance. Great
place for Bandung style noodles!

Courtesy of
instagram/ayubudiyanti

Courtesy of
instagram/bandungfoodie

Open since 1984, Ronde Alkateri offers the
traditional ‘Ronde’ recipe to its customers. This is an
interesting dessert. Ronde or wedang ronde is
a dessert of glutinous rice balls served in hot ginger
syrup. The rice balls come in two sizes – small and
big – with the bigger balls filled with ground peanut
and sugar. Ronde is popular as an evening snack,
especially during cold weather. At Ronde Alkateri,
you can order this unique menu from 11 am to 12
am. One portion is priced at IDR 17,000. The original
stall is located near alun-alun at Alkateri street, but
now it has several outlets open in malls.
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General
Information

General Information

Phrases

Introduction

General Information

Phrases

Month

Question

Hello
Welcome
How are you?
I’m fine
Yes/No
Please
Excuse me
Sorry
Thank you
You’re welcome
Goodbye

Halo
Selamat datang
Apa kabar?
Baik
Iya/Tidak
Tolong
Permisi
Maaf
Terima kasih
Sama-sama
Sampai jumpa

What is this?

Apa ini?

What is that?

Apa itu?

Where is that?

Dimana itu?

How much is it?

Berapa harganya?

Can I have one more?

Boleh minta satu lagi?

What time is it?

Pukul berapa sekarang?

What’s your name?
My name is...
What’s his/her name?

Nama anda/kamu siapa?
Nama saya/aku...
Siapa nama dia?

Today

Hari ini

Yesterday

Kemarin

Tomorrow

Besok

This week

Minggu ini

Next week

Minggu depan

Tonight

Malam ini

Yesterday afternoon

Kemarin siang

Tomorrow morning

Besok pagi

Half an hour

Setengah jam

Second

Detik

Minute

Menit

Hour

Jam

Day

Hari

Week

Minggu

Month

Bulan

Year

Tahun

Good morning
Good afternoon
Good evening
Good night
Enjoy your meal
Good night (before bed)

Selamat pagi
Selamat siang
Selamat sore
Selamat malam
Selamat makan
Selamat tidur

About Oneself
I’m from...
I’m ... years old
I’m a ...
I like ...
I don’t like ...

Saya/aku dari
Umur saya/aku ...
Saya/aku adalah ...
Saya/aku suka ...
Saya/aku tidak suka ...

Time

I don’t know
Please speak slower
I am lost
Wait a minute

Bisa tolong bantu saya?
Saya tidak mengerti
Apakah Anda (ber)bicara
bahasa Inggris?/
Apakah Anda bisa bahasa Inggris?

One
Two
Three
Four
Five
Six
Seven
Eight
Nine
Ten
Eleven
Twelve
Thirteen
Fourteen
Fifteen
Sixteen
Seventeen
Eighteen
Nineteen
Twenty
100
110
1,000
10,000
100,000
1,000,000

Saya tidak tahu
Tolong bicara lebih pelan
Saya tersesat
Tunggu sebentar
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Days
Monday

Senin

Tuesday

Selasa

Wednesday

Rabu

Thursday

Kamis

Friday

Jumat

Saturday

Sabtu

Sunday

Minggu

Januari
Februari
Maret
April
Mei
Juni
Juli
Agustus
September
Oktober
November
Desember

Numbers

Problems
Can you help me?
I don’t understand
Do you speak english?

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
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Satu
Dua
Tiga
Empat
Lima
Enam
Tujuh
Delapan
Sembilan
Sepuluh
Sebelas
Dua belas
Tiga belas
Empat belas
Lima belas
Enam belas
Tujuh belas
Delapan belas
Sembilan belas
Dua puluh
Seratus
Seratus sepuluh
Seribu
Sepuluh ribu
Seratus ribu
Satu juta

General Information

Basic Information

Time Zone
Indonesia has three different time zones of Greenwich
Mean Time (GMT):
• Western Indonesian Time (+7 hrs)
• Central Indonesian Time (+8 hrs)
• Eastern Indonesian Time (+9 hrs)
Bandung uses Western Indonesian Time (+7 hrs).

Currency
The currency of Indonesia is Rupiah (IDR).

Electricity
The electricity is up to 220 volts with two round holes.

Weather
• Indonesia has two main seasons: wet (or rainy) and dry.
Officially, the rainy season starts in October until April.
However, it can vary from year to year.
• The dry season is around May until September.
• The best months for diving are April-May and
September-November.
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Bandung is the capital of West Java Province in
Indonesia. Lying on a river basin surrounded by volcanic
mountains, the area is known for its cool mountain
climate and hectares of tea plantations.
If Bandung has never crossed your mind as a holiday
destination before, we feel that it’s about time to have it
on your list. Though lesser known, there’s much about
this place that makes it one of Indonesia’s true hidden
gems. If you’re wondering how else this city manages to
defy convention and ditch those mainstream touristy
ideas, this list is exactly what you need. Next stop:
A Laidback City Of Bandung!
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